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Who Are the Leaders? We Are!
When I think about the people I have
known whom I consider to be leaders,
I realize that leadership is expressed
in many different ways. Among those

always seems to stand out as leader,

although that mantle often gets
passed around based on the needs

of

the moment and the strengths and

ways are:

interests of the personalities in the

.

group. In a group offriends, a board
of directors, or any scrum headed
down a field of motion, some one
person provides the impetus to
create directional action. (*A scrum
is a rugby formation.)

Positional leadership. The presi-

dent of the university or of the
United States, the CEO of Enron, the
director of my work unit, and the
mayor of my city all carry a mantle of
leadership that comes from the role
identified by their titles. One may not
always agree with the decisions or

path of "the" leader, but there is no
denying the influence that leadership,
the position itself, confers.

.

Moral leadership. The ability to
define what is right or is the right way
to do something distinguishes
leadership in groups beyond theologians to include whistle-blowers,
organizational "consciences," judges,
ombudspersons, and all those
individuals who bring a genuine
expression of some truth to the
workings of a group.

.

Creative leadership. The ability to

cut through the slag that surrounds
almost any issue to see unique and
interesting methods, products, or
decisions and to be forward-thinking
beyond the immediate demands or

currently accepted realities distinguishes leadership not only in the arts
and research sciences but also in
technical, humanistic, and organiza-

tional dynamics.

.

Scrum+ leadership.It would be

rare indeed that any group ofpeople

meld together in a true commune of
interests and equality for all ideas,
decisions, and actions. One individual

. Individualleadership.The
principles that individuals determine
for themselves as the reality and
goals oftheir life create a pattern for
the most basic sort of leadership. It's a
Wo

nderful Life showings every

Christmastime remind me that
destiny is not assumed, that people
really "lead" themselves and are
fortunate to find the strength of

individual will to make the best of
that leadership.
The articles in this issue of the
ACUTA Journal are about leadership
and management. We ACUTA
members manage people, processes,
technologies, and projects. But we
also are leaders. We are not just

communications technologists,
although that may be the commonality that brings us together in
ACUTA. We are leaders in our
schools, affiliations, associations,
organizations, workteams, communities, families, and most important,
our own destinies. How do you
define leadership for yourselfr How
do you define it for those you think
express it?

ltI

Leaders on Leadership
Great leaders never tell people how

to do their jobs. Great leaders tell
people what to do and establish a
framework within which it must
be done. Then they let people on
the front lines, who know best,

figure out how to get it done.
-General

H. Norman Schwarzkopf

The information infrastructure of
the future will be judged by how
well it supports human relation-

You cannot be a leader, and ask
other people to follow you, unless

you know how to follow, too.

ships, knowledge discovery,

integration and dissemination, and

-Sam

Rayburn

Former Speaker of the House

a secure and quality life for all.
There is no more important, or
greater, Ieadership challenge facing

the world today than to build the

right infrastructure for tomorrow.
-lanet

Poley, CEO d* President

American Distance Educ. Consortium
Unir. of Nebraska, Lincoln
Ne|| Directions for Higher Education,
no. 115, Fall 2001. p 92
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Telecommunications/lT Leadership in

by Tony Mordosky

Rowan University

H

igher Educatlon

\\/henever an industry or enterprise is confronted with transformational issues such
as we see facing higher education, telecommunications, and the broader informa-

tion technology industry, the need for leadership becomes paramount. For those of

Telecom/IT professionals are challenged to

practice leadership by
assisting our institu-

tions

as they recognize

opportunities to use

information technology

in meeting today's
challenges and trans-

formational issues.

working in telecommunications/IT will be measured by how quickly we
can adapt to this raPidlY changing
within higher education, there is no
environment while simultaneously
question that we must contribute to the
leaclership of our units and institutions. meeting the ever-changing needs of the
The technologies we plan, implement, constituents we serve. In this new
environment. the traditional skill setand manage will have a significant

us

impact on how our institutions address which includes technical knowledge,
business acumen) and management
the transformational issues facing
ability-is sti1l valid; but the skills that
higher education. My personal belief is
actually advance our units and
the
essential
will
are
that leadership skills
institutions, as well as our personal
foundation from which each of us can
help our units and institutions in

these

challenging times.
Leadership Leads the List
trVtrat is expected

of us todaY as

technology professionals is rapidly
evolving as are the expectations for all
professionals in the Internet age. We

careers, are leadership skills.

Traditionally, one of our toP
as telecommunications/IT
professionals has been to provide high-

priorities

quality, reliable services. For this we
have relied heavily on our technical,
business, and management ski11s.

While providing essential services r,vil1
obviously always be at the core of our
mission, it u,ill no longer be the major
focus of our position. Providing
leadership in all aspects of our daily
activities will be essential to our
institutions and our professional
careers as change becomes a constant

in our professional life.
Most ol us did not begin our
careers in what we
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a leadership role. However, I

believe that if we understand the
difference between leadership and
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think of

ship positions, and many may not
consider their present responsibilities
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management, we can see how each of
us can and does practice leadership in
his or her current position, whether it
is classified as technical or managerial.

rWe

harrc been

thrilleal with

Leadership versus Management

What is the difference between leadership and management? It appears that there has long been some confusion
about what leadership really is.

This confusion is not Iimited to higher education,
telecommunications, or information technology. In \\hat
Leaders Really Do, lohn Kotter writes, "Today there is less

confusion about the differences between leadership and
management than when I first wrote about it in 1987. But
the problem is still monumental."
To understand the differences between leadership and
management) we need to understand the primary purpose
of both leadership and management and how each

the letril Infini$,r'S rieh

proiluetivity tools, anal impressed
with its stabilib,r. Its flexibility has
allowed us to offer

a

variet;r of

solutions, and shoukl support
mary nerv opplieetions in the
years to eome.,

operates.

Iee Burnett

Leadership and management are two distinctive
systems of actions. They are, in fact, complementary
systems, both of which are required in the 2lst-century
workplace. Each has its own purpose and defining set of
characteristics.

The fundamental purpose of leadership is to produce
useful change, especially nonincremental change, the tlpe
most required during times of transformation. Leadership
is primarily about producing and coping with change. The
highly technology-driven, competition-filled, volatile
environment that characterizes our field requires more
Ieadership than ever before. This is not limited to technical
functions such as telecommunications/IT, but applies to
all aspects of higher education.
The fundamental purpose of management is about
coping with and managing complexity. It is primarily
about bringing a degree of order and consistency to key

Au$usta, Georsia
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complex work environments.

design lets you build your communications system from

Some business writers have characterized management
hard and cold, perhaps because it functions through
well-defined hierarchies and well-established business
systems. Our units and institutions manage by:
as

'

Creating plans and budgets to meet the goals and
targets of the future

' Developing the capacity to meet the targets by creating
an organizational structure with all the incumbent
requisites of staffing, communicating, delegating responsibility, and monitoring progress

.

Ensuring the plan's accomplishment through monitoring the results, identifying deviations from the plan, and
problem solving to control and correct deviations

the ground

tp4ust

the way you uant it.

To learn more about

Great eommunieations urith
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...we all have the capability

Leaders lead by the following Process:

of practicing leadership

'

Developing a vision and the

strategies needed to accomplish that

once we fully understand

vision

the skills and attributes that

.

Aligning relevant human and other

resources behind the vision(s) and

highly effective leaders

strategies

exhibit.

.

Empowering the human resources

to overcome obstacles if necessary to
make the vision happen

'

Communicating the benefits and
impacts of implementing the vision(s)
Much of the work of a leader is
accomplished outside the formal
reporting structure of his or her unit

or institution. It is accomplished
through a complex web of dePendent
relationships sometimes referred to as
an implementation network. This

If you look at what

implementation network is primarily
composed of individuals with whom
the leader has established working,

management

does, you can quickly identify the

trusting relationships based upon the
vision or strategic objective(s). For us
in higher education, these are our
colleagues with whom we forge
working relationships that cross
departmental and institutional unit
boundaries. This implementation
network is designed to overcome the
obstacles, both cultural and human,
that are inherent when attempting to
make any systemic or transformational

typical activities that keep our units
functioning. We all actively participate
in goal setting, budgeting, staffing, and
reviewing progress. These are the
characteristics of management. They
are, by design, intended to keep

our

current systems operating. Management tasks fiIl our daily agendas and
help us plan for our unit's success.

If we characterize management

as

hard and cold, we would have to
characterize leadership as soft and hot.

change. Leaders recognize and

communicate the potential impact a
change is likely to have on both the
organizational culture and individuals

While management functions through
well-defined hierarchies and wellestablished business systems, leadership works through people and

within the organization.

It is essential to understand

culture. This process of working
through people and culture is not well
defined, nor is it identical in all
situations, as each of our institutions
has its own unique culture within
which we must learn to lead.

8
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these

differences. As telecommunications/IT
professionals we are in a position to be
change agents within our campuses. To
be eflective change agents requires us

to be leaders even though

tl
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a

large part

of our daily jobs is and has been to
keep current systems functioning.
Today-and even more in the futureour jobs require us to execute through
both management and leadership. It is
estimated that today's top executives
spend in excess of 80 percent of their
time on leadership, while those at the

bottom of the management hierarchy
spend no more than 20 Percent of
their time on leadership, even in

dynamic industries. It is not a choice
between leadership and management
but recognition that todaY we need

both. However, in this highly complex
and rapidly changing work environment that we call higher education, it
is more leadership that is and will be
required of all us practicing professionals.

For many, merely knowing the
difference betlveen management and
leadership is insufficient to allow them
to see how they can practice leadership

in their own current posilions,
especially for those who see their

purely technical. I contend
that we all can practice leadership once
we fully understand the skills and

position

as

attributes that highly effective leaders
exhibit.
Twelve Leadership Skills

According to many business writers,
leaders exhibit and use 12 distinct
skills or attributes. Most, if not all,
have been viewed as "learnable." Each

of the 12 skills has an imPact on how
you work with others and how theY
respond to you. This is important to
remember since most, if not all, of us
accomplish our jobs in conjunction
with others or through others. \A/hat
are these skills, and how can the

telecommunications/IT professional
use them effectively?

1.

Vision

your experience and knowledge with

As individuals, we must have both a
clear goal and a firm commitment to

staff and peers is one way to demonstrate character. We all like to work

reaching it. Our staff and others will
readily Iine up behind us if we let them
know where we are going and how we
are going to get there.

with or for an individual who is
willing to help us grow in our

risks that are commensurate with the
rewards to be gained. Being willing to
work on justifring that project that has
the potential to change the status quo
on your campus is one way to practice
responsibility.

profession by sharing of him- or
herself.

5. Planning

4. Responsibility

What are your goals? Have you
clearly communicated them to your
staff and peers? Do you have a plan for

More than being willing to take the

with execution. This means you must

initiative and be accountable for the

how to accomplish your goals? Have
you shared that plan with your team

outcome, this includes knowing the
level of risk and the potential rewards.

know how to develop a plan, how to
organize people and other resources to
accomplish the plan, and when to take
action that will facilitate execution of
the plan. This is one of the easiest of

members and peers? These are all

activities that each of us can practice
whether we are planning to change the
standards we use to cable a closet, move
from a traditional PBX environment to

You must be able to balance planning

Responsible individuals or leaders
go beyond what is normally accepted
to achieve the exceptional. They

the leadership skills to practice. Every
position within telecommunications/

demonstrate their willingness to take

VoIP environment, or merely reduce
our service response time from 48 to 24
hours.
a

2. Charisma

This attribute stems from high selfesteem and high energy. Ifyou have it,
you attract others who want to be like
you, have what you have, and do what
you do.

While charisma is not always on the
list oflearnable skills, it is possible for
telecommunications/IT professionals to
become more charismatic in order to
communicate effectively about the
impact we have on our institutions and

in our profession. Charisma comes
naturally to some of us, but most of us
have to put forth some effort to develop
it.
3. Character

Your ideas, values, experiences,
knowledge, and wisdom make up your
character. This is the core ofyour
creative center. People trust individuals
and leaders whose character embodies

truth and strong values. Freely sharing
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IT is constantly confronted with
series of projects,

a

both large and small,

multiple tasks simultaneously while
working toward a sPecific goal or

that must be accomplished. As You
execute the plan for a specific project,
make sure you practice the basics:

objective. Do you let your staff and

planning, organizing, and monitoring.

how you resolve those roadblocks
encountered while working on a

6. Social Skills

If you listen and respond well to
people and express genuine interest in
them, you have strong social skills.

One element of this is the ability to
recognize and return each individual's
behavioral style. Can you respond well
to both the extrovert and the introvert?
Do you actively listen to Your team
members and customers alike? Do You
actively acknowledge what you have
heard?

7.

Achievement Drive

Effective leaders are highly motivated.
They have a need, a burning desire, to

produce results. Their drive sets an
example for others. Do you let Your
staff and peers know what is important
to you and what motivates You?

8.

Emotional Stability

This is just another way of saYing
maturity. It is the ability to maintain
your balance in the face of good and
bad experiences. As you work on a
project, do you share with staff how

you handle those aspects that have not
gone well? Do you attemPt to helP
them learn from less-than-desirable
results?

9.

Tolerance for Ambiguity

A leader can deal with roadblocks
while moving forward, juggle lots of
activities without losing focus, and see
how all the details fit into the big
picture. This skill is one that most of
us practice daily without thinking
about it. We typically are handling

10
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peers know how you handle this

multiplicity of activities? Do you

share

sponded: "Leaders todaY lead bY
example and drive strategy by listening
to their customers and taking advantage of growth opportunities. They
communicate openly and stay focused
on the environment in which theY
work."1

I believe this is precisely what we

project?
10. Decisiveness

People have no desire to

follow weak

or wishy-washy decision makers'

to follow those who can
situations, analyze choices, and
move toward solutions. This ability is
absolutely essential to Ieaders. We
constantly exhibit this skill by making
People like

assess

the myriad of decisions each and every
one of us makes on a dailY basis.
However, do we let our staff and peers

know that we do not alwaYs have
complete information when making
the decisions? Do we share with them
how we react to decisions that produce
results different from what we
planned?
I

as

telecommunications/IT professionals
need to be doing on our camPuses.
Practicing the skills and attributes of
highly effective leaders will help us all
accomplish what Chambers said about
today's leaders.

Our challenge as telecommunications/IT leaders within higher
education is to practice leadership by
assisting our institutions to recognize

opportunities to use information
technology in meeting todaY's
challenges and transformational issues.
I believe each of us has the potential to
provide leadership from our telecommunications/IT position not only to
our unit and/or division but also to
our institution.

l. Delegation

llI

Effective delegation requires compe-

tent stafflindividuals who you know
will do the work you assign' Follow
through by inspecting that work. This
is how you get more done through

A former president of ACUTA, Tony Mordosky

is associate provost, lnformation Resources'
at Rowan University in Glassboro, New Jersey.
Reach Tony at mordosky@rowan.edu.

other people.
12. Positive

Outlook

Concentrate on what you can do right.
Communicate your expectations for
each project or task. Share with all
your commitment to the project and/
or task. Believe you will reach your
goals. In short order, other people will
believe too.
Conclusion
Asked about leadershiP, fohn Chambers, CEO of Cisco SYstems, re-

ACUTA JounreL or TeLrcoH,tttlulltcnttot'ls ttl HtcneR Eoucertotl

"Executives Leading the Way," lQ Magazine,
November/December 2001, P. 44.

1

students-are demanding more for
Iess. This sel of circumstances is not
Iikely to change anytime soon.

Pat Searles Nelson
Cornell University

We must be personally and

organizationally agile and innovative,
always learning and questioning how
we can do things faster, better, and for
less money. Doing things on our own
e

and building customized solutions are
luxuries we can no longer afford. The

2lst century

is about

listening-to

customers, suppliers, peers, competitors-and putting the "best of the
best" together to build efficient,
sustainable, and economical product
and service solutions.
We need to cultivate an entrepreneurial approach to all that we do,
understanding and taking into
consideration our institution's

Agility
I believe the most important leadership skill is agility, accompanied by
innovative thinking and a constantly

inquiring mind. We are in

a

field of

ever-increasing importance to our
campuses. The technology curve is

rising rapidly, with no end in sight.
Universities have quickly moved from

IT being optional to it being important, and now essential, to their
educational as well as administrative
missions. Our jobs involve engineering, installing, and maintaining state-

of-the-art products and services at a
time when not only are there extreme
financial pressures on our institutions,
but our "6u51s11s15"-especially

tolerance for risk so that we can
balance the technology/resource scale

appropriately. Flexible partnerships,
cooperative ventures, and outsourcing

not merely acceptable but
IT products,
services, and organizations that can
turn on a dime-and that's not easy
have become

necessary tools. We need

given the increasing technology
demands and decreasing resources.

I believe successful lT organizations and professionals in the 21st
century will be those who understand
and blend their institution's needs and
available resources into creative,

affordable technology solutions, not
once, but time and time again.

Perhaps most people would not
consider her a "great leader," but I have
always admired Helen Keller and

consider her a consummate innovalor.
Whenever I find myself complaining

about what we don't have to do our
job and about all the roadblocks in our

it helps to think about someone
Iike Helen Keller and all she accomway,

plished without two of a human
being's most basic senses-sight and

hearing. She could have thrown up her
hands, adopted a "poor me/why me?"
attitude, accepted her shortcomings as
fate, and accomplished only what
anyone would have expected of her,
which was very little. Instead, she
conquered the seeing and hearing

world with dogged determination and
became a role model and inspiration,
not only for those similarly encumbered but for everyone who knew her
or knew of her.

I'd sum up the relevance of her
inspiration in this way: No matter how
little you have to work with, no matter
who thinks something can't be done or
isn't worth the effort, circumstances
could always be worse. Pick up the
pieces you have, think outside the box,
and do the absolute best job you can
with what you have to work with. You
may be surprised where you end up!

Itl

by Curt Harler
Contributing Editor

Managing for Success
Whether the name of the game is
football or field hockey, telephony or
technology, eventually a team leader
appears. That leader is a go-to person

n,ho seems to help everyone, who has
earned the respect of others on the
team, who follows through on Promises

and programs.
Even coaches and senior managers

put to define what makes a
leader. It might not be the person with
are hard

the highest batting average or the one

with the most seniority-although in
some situations it is. It probably is not
the smartest person on

campus-

many studies show that extremelY
intelligent people make poor leaders.
Some people become leaders by

default. Other folks work hard to
become one of the select few and never
make it. Some people who appear to
be natural leaders in one facet of life

fail miserably in others. Others just
have the knack for bringing out the
best in everyone around them.
of the most successful
people running university communiToday, many

cations and networking programs see
themselves not as PBX people and not
as computer nerds. Rather, they call
themselves managers. They just happen to manage computer and telecomm un

ications infrastructures.

Kelly I. Mentzer is one example of a
person trained in telecom who now
runs the whole shop-data and voice,
too.

Formerly the telecom director,
Mentzer was promoted to overall
director o[ computer information
technology at Albuquerque TechnicalVocational Institute in New Mexico.

T-VI

is a four-campus

community

college that will expand to a fifth
location later this year.
"You've got to have good people
around you, and you have to be willing
to become a generalist," he says.

It's not easy to move into the IT
world. "I came up on the telecom side.
It takes a lot," Mentzer says. His college
degree

in business administration

proved helpful in his eventual success.

From business administration, he went
into the infrastructure world, working
in Indiana for a contractor who did
cable plant for companies such as GTE
and Qwest.
Then he became the switch administrator for T-VI. But he saw that T-VI
was going to need a modern IT shop.
"I took training. There was lots of selfstudy," Mentzer says.
As he delved deeper into the world
of IP and the open systems intercon-

nection (OSI) model, he began to
12
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understand how the data world and the voice world were
becoming one. His professional education began with the
world of twisted-pair cable and moved forward into optical
fiber.

At T-VI they run

a

gigabit backbone serving 20,000 to

24,000 students. T-VI is the second-largest school in the
state. But the students aren't the only ones being educated.

"I'm still learning," Mentzer

says

of his opportunity to

manage the united voice and IT division.
Starting in Data

Bob Myers, director of network and communications
services at Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan, started

on the data side and moved into a position where he oversees telecommunications as well. Interestingly, he has some
of the same problems as Mentzer, especially with the speed
at

which technology advances.

"I'm showing my age," Myers smiles, "but I came up
from the mainframe era. The data side comes easier to me
since I had my start with mainframes, and we learned to do
everlthing. But I've found that today you can't be an expert
in everything."
In fact, he admits he would be hard pressed to configure
router. But he knows how to manage the people

a Cisco

who have that expertise.
"Technology on both sides of the fence has passed me by
in favor of management skills," Myers says. After moving

into the telecommunications world he discovered that, in
many ways, the telecom side was similar to the old mainframe business-the hardware, wiring, and single-vendor
focus were familiar.

Again, it is management, not technology, issues that give
him pause. "The most difficult part is negotiating with the
carriers," Myers says. He did not come up through a world
of tariffs and chargebacks and contract details. "Some of
that is Greek to me," he says.
Federal regulations also give him pause when wearing
his telecom manager hat. He looks at issues such as handicap access, E-91 1, and whether he is required to provide
access

to 10-10 dialing

services

for students and shakes his
him to assign

head. Yet his management background allows

the task of working out the details to the best people he has
working for him.

@

reii5
@l

department, working his way up. "I'm
doing what I want to do now,"
Lewandowski says. That includes
overseeing operations and running

Gampus leadership is the

privilege and the respon-

sibility of those who con-

telecom.

tinue to grow themselves

No Room for Second Best

and who attract good

In the world of management there is
no value to the old adage "If you can't
beat 'em, join 'em." That simply
assures one a seat at second fiddle to

support statf.

the real leader. Campus leadership is
the privilege and the responsibility

of

those who continue to grow themselves and who attract good support

The alternative is to ride a downward spiral, as the best and brightest
gravitate to a successful leader's team
and away from static, stagnant work
groups. Those who remain are tenured but unmotivated; they will never
be hired away and will never leave of

their own volition.

Navy. He took his training to

It

Kutztown, starting in the operations
"Operations came easy since I did
in the Nary," he says. But he quickly
added skills in programming to his

is the administrator's

job to help

people move up the ladder and across

section there.

to other areas of responsibility. Ron
Langley, director of computer and
telecommunications services for
California State University, Bakers-

it

resume, taking courses at the college.

field, sees that as the key responsibility

Next came networking. "I learned
telecom as we went along,"
Lewandowski continues. He has been
doing telecom at Kutztown for the past
three years. The department consists of

of a successful manager. He takes time
during each employee's employment
review to avoid the stagnancy pitfall.

"I

use the annual review to

about career paths,"

himself and an assistant. She does the
moves and numbering on the PBX; he

he says. "I

talk
realize

that some career paths will take
workers out of the institution. That's
fine. But I need to know so I can build

billing. They also do all of the
quick adds and changes, although big
jobs are handled by his networking
does the

section.
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"I'm

a

management-type person,"

he states.
The "business management" idea

with

successful managers. "To be

successful, you have to take a solid

business approach," Mentzer states. He

job is to "manage and direct
the Institute through the maze of
technology" and not to know exactly
how to do video streaming. This gets
back to his concept of surrounding
himself with the best and brightest.
says his

"To succeed you have to become

a

generalist with knowledge in all areas,"
he says.

That is similar to Myers's approach
and appears to be typical at most
small-to-midsize institutions as well as
the larger schools where it might be
expected.

"I

have to have an extremely strong

management team. Just like everyone
else, we deal with pay issues, budget-

ing issues, and cutbacks. It is very
hard," Mentzer says.
Being flexible with worker hours is

It

way to assure everyone a chance to

doesn't always work, especially with
the younger ones. His 55-person staff
Ioses 6 to 10 good workers a year. "We
hire at entry level. We train them. But

Another of Langley's stated goals
is to use creative strategies to get

rr.r

PC.

one way to keep good people.

advance.
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"I look at it this way: They have a
contract with me to perform a job,
and I have an obligation to them to
provide training for their goals,"
Langley says. Langley is another
ACUTA member who freely admits
that the college is in trouble if it
expects him to program a PBX or a

others to take that spot." That is one

By expanding his technology back-

ground, Lewandowski was able to
broaden his responsibilities in the

doing for the department and where
they are going.

turns up in almost every conversation

staff.

Bill Lewandowski, director of
technology operations at Kutztown
University, Kutztown, Pennsylvania, got
his start in the business in the U.S.

people to think about what they are

Hrcuen Eoucmrou

we can't pay them what they are worth,

ern and the competition they are

and they bail out for private industry."

getting from 3Com and Cisco. It's
working vice versa, too. Then Iook at
the blending of network skills on both
sides. lt is a clarion call to everyone in

However, being flexible on nondol-

lar issues (within school policy guidelines) heips him keep people, or at least
keep them longer. Meanwhile, he is able

to use

programmer or good
video person to best advantage.
a good

"Sure," Mentzer admits,

"I

have a lot

the telecom and information technolo-

smaller scale," he says. "l don't look so
much at universities in particular."
He notes the industrywide move a
decade

or so ago from centralized

systems to the distributed model.

Everyone found it labor-intensive and

gies field.

expensive. Now the industry is coming

Getting Out ol the Box

back to a centralized model.

"Networks facilitate the conver-

Unless you're the lead dog, the view

of weaknesses. I'm really weak in programming, and a lot of other areas, too.
But I know how to ask questions. My
learning curve is about 90 degrees and

never changes. The way to change your

gence model and reduce edge costs,"

view is to look "outside the box." For
Mentzer that means looking for good
ideas any"where and everl.where.

it moves

"I tend to model after the large
corporations and apply it here on a

Mentzer says. At T-VI, telephony is in
IT. He shivers when he realizes some
schools still have telecom in the facilities department and IT in another area
altogether. He points out how Qwest
has reduced its support structure by

at a fast pace."

Moving Up and On

Being willing to let go of the security of
the old and familiar and take a leap into
a new area is one of the hallmarks of a
successful person.

Industry trends add

urgency to that leap.

3 lUaus to make ]lleridian'.
Digital Centrex Euen Better
1. Modem Connectivity

However, there are some workers

Use Dees'Centrex TerminaI Adapter (CTA-369)

who simply are not interested in exploring new worlds. \{4rile Langley respects
that, he still makes a regular effort to

to connect a modem to a Meridian" Business Set
(P-Phone). With CTAs easy-to-use programming
options, you can have specific [ine appearances
dedicated to data exchange. In generaL, any
anatog tetephone equipment can be connected .

expose all workers to new jobs. He

notes one individual who was assigned
briefly to a job in another area who
came back saying, "That assignment

to the P-Phone [ine.

2. Make it ring LOTID
When you need a Loud ringer or common audible.
Dees' Digita[ SignaL Indicator (DSI) makes it easy.

I'm happy where I am. That
proves that I never want to move over

was awful.

Plus, now you can change the splash tone associated

with another incoming [ine, to a cadenced ring,
so you don't miss calts. The DSI is a ringer all
by itseLf, but if |.oud ringing is what you need,

there." But Langley can rest peacefully
at night knowing he made the opportu-

nity available to the worker, and the
worker chose not to accept it.

just connect our

Most top managers agree that crosstraining is vital both to personal and to

3. Selectively recold calls

makes this all the more relevant,"

If there

is any doubt

in anyone's

mind that building telecom-only skills
is a dead end, look at Avaya and North-

to the

it.

Whether for 911 service, poLice stations, or fire

departmental success. "Convergence
Mentzer continues. "The true telecom
person needs to be retrained to IP and
IP telephony over data networks."

ModeL 198 Loud Ringer

DSI and there you have

rcs

departments, caL[ recording can be invaLuable.
Dees'Centrex Recording Interface (CRI) makes
it possible to setectively record onLy those [ines
necessary. 0ptions include, a repeating "beep'l
tone and a set of contacts which can be used
for starting the recorder, Lighting a Lamp, etc.
Modu[ar connections make it easy to insta[[.
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localizing all activities in two cities,
condensing its labor and plant overhead, automating as much as pos-

assessment." This exposes the worker to

broader view of operations at Bakersfield. Eventually he will be prepared to
handle a larger leadership role in the
department and move into a more
responsible job.
a

sible.

"I look at operations like that for
ideas on ways

to cut costs here,"

Most people-whether IT or telecom-echoed Langley's basic strategy.

Mentzer says.
Langley at Cal State Bakersfield
makes it a point to expose his staff to

"the other side" of the house, no
matter what their basic responsibility.
"I have one worker on the network
side, which puts him betwixt telecom

guru." Unlike his coursework in operations and networking, he has no formal
training in telecommunications.
Interestingly, the tag line on
Mentzer's e-mails reads: "One should
not try to be a person of success. One

"My approach always is to look at
myself as a manager. I try to bring in
highly qualified people for all of the

should try to be a person of worth, and
success will follow." That appears to
reflect his philosophy and the strategy
taken by those who have successfully
merged careers in telecom and infor-

jobs."

mation services.

Leaders must keep growing, too.

"I'm learning telecom

and IT," he says. "So I have him doing
work on strategic planning and

as we go along,"

Lewandowski says. "I'm not a telecom

Always practical, Lewandowski says,

"I would

encourage newcomers to get

involved in all aspects of the business.
You never know where in the place you
are

working they will need you." He

notes that outsourcing various com-

munications and networking functions
is commonplace today, and that provides a degree ofuncertainty about the
future of any job.

VoiceoDatal Video

Technology Solutions

*

MiGTA is pleased to announce
membership agreement for all
ACUTA members!
For more details, visit
vuvuw.acuta.org/ resou rces/ micta.cf m

Member benefits include cost savings, negotiated
serviee agreements, consulting services, problem
solving assistance, training opportunities,
conferences, information clearinghouse, state
central purchasing opportunities, and morel
Be sure to attend MiCTAs 2OO2 Spring Conference
April 29 - May 1 at the Soaring Eagle Casino and Resort.
The largest casino between Atlantic City and Las Vegas!

For more information, visit www.micta.org
or call [888) 870-8677.

"The more you know, the better off
you are," Lewandowski concludes.
Conclusion
Those days when a man spent his
professional life with one company and

retired with a gold watch are long gone.
Fast-paced change is a constant as
technologies and departments converge. For leaders in today's business

environment and on campus, flexibility
seem to be the secrets or

il:.:r::*tt
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Cun Harler is a contributing editor to the
ACUTA Journal. He can be reached at
curt@curtharler.com.

by Dipak Parmar

The Challenge of Leadership
regards a problem as a challenge, an

Define the TargeUGoal

A team is a collection of individuals doing
different things but with a common purpose.
The team must know what target is to be
achieved and what is expected from it. Having a
clearly defined enemy works as a rallying point

for the team, even if the enemy is just

Above all the leader
is expected to lead by

example. How many

of these recommen-

a

deadline.

Take Risks

When you want to make your dream come
true, you must take risks. A dream is a vision.
To dream is to imagine a different future. A
leader not only dreams big but also puts in
place a strategy to make the dream a reality. To

Think Like a Team

make things happen the way you want, you

Put the team first. Ifthere is conflict between

have

individual interest and team interest, the leader
always sacrifices self-interest for the good of the
requires team members to do the

dations can you

:il.""d

apply to your leader-

At the same time, an effective leader provides
support for individual members as well as the
team. A leader is confident but not arrogant,
not afraid to point out mistakes as they occur,
but careful to do so with respect.

ship style?

opportunity for learning and innovation.

However strong and passionate a quarterback
is, he cannot win a game by himself. Football is
a team game. So is business.

Individual

brilliance means a lot, but an average group
filled with team spirit and playing with passion
can overcome a group of talented, experienced,

but undermotivated individuals.

If

each person perceives that he

or she is an

important part of the team, the team can
achieve much more than the sum of its
individual members. lust as the hand consists
of a thumb and four fingers, a team consists of
different individuals. The objective is to make
them work together like a fist.

to envision the future, paint

a

picture for

others of what you want to achieve, and be

willing to put yourself on the line.
Learn to Face Opposition

When a leader knows he is right, he faces his
critics with courage, usually winning their
support in the end. Before giving up and
accepting what is perhaps a lesser decision, the

up-but he must be fighting
for the right issue, and not just against an
leader will speak

individual.
Make the Best

ol Limited Resources

Maximum utilization of available resources is
just good policy today. When there are
constraints, the situation demands more of
you and forces you to be more imaginative,
creative, and innovative. That's not a bad

thing.
Face the Challenges

A strong leader does not dwell on the setbacks
but rather looks for a way around obstacles
and moves on. Flexibility is an asset.

expectations for everyone and your confidence

A leader has been described as one who can
have a vision, explain it to others, and
influence them to follow his or her path to it.
This is a simple concept, but often difficult to

that you will be successful.

achieve. Becoming a successful leader is a

Convert Negative Energies to Constructive Forces

demanding journey that always ends in growth
for those who undertake it.

Accept and Work with Diversity
Be objective and unbiased. Convey your

high

Don't allow frustration to overwhelm you,
whether it's yours or someone else's. Attitude is
everything. Everyone faces problems; a leader

Ilt
Dipak Parmar is a lreelance writer who lives in lndia.
Reach him at dparmartutor@rediffmail.com,

by Bob Karstens
Wisdom Tools, lnc.

High-Bandwidth Leadership
Today's successful IT leaders must be multi-

Dr. Hardy has a staff of 23, and over the

turned on and tuned in to their
"high-bandwidth" model of
A
new,
staff.
leadership has emerged. High-bandwidth
leaders respond to today's need for speed
with visionary enthusiasm, rich feedback,
personal responsibility, and a quest for
continuous improvement. They communi-

past four years she has administered an

are always

$ 1 1 million program. Dr. Hardy foresaw
what was possible for the UT system and
made waves to rock the boat in that
direction.

How does a leader make waves? First,
by creating a compelling vision that goes

cate quickly and influence skillfully. They

vision and passion along with
flexibility and compassion. High- bandwidth
leaders see the big picture, down to the
tiniest pixel. They inspire others with their
vision of possibilities and are masters of selfpossess

motivation.
Imagine this new 2lst century leader

complex system of digital routers, fiber-optic
cable, and servers that provides the IT
backbone for the global economy. In this
demanding role, a high-bandwidth leader
has three responsibilities: to make waves,
create protocols, and build intelligent
networks.

At the University of Texas system in Austin,
Dr. Darcy Hardy has emerged as a highbandwidth leader. Five years ago she stood
alone before the Board of Regents. Dr. Hardy
knew the way of the future pointed to
distance education. She also knew that most

board members were in the dark about IT,
URLs, and the possibilities of the Internet.

If

didn't enlighten them, UT would almost

certainly fall behind other large universities.
Hardy pitched a vision of a network of

A leader also makes waves by inspiring
willing followers. Forcing people to work
Leadership Challenge, James Kouzes and
Barry Posner define leadership as "the art

of mobilizing others to want to struggle

for shared aspirations." True leadership
inspires the minds and hearts of people

who willingly choose to follow.
Create Protocols

protocols, so information can flow freely.
Computers linked on a WAN aren't worth
a nanodollar unless they can talk to each
other in a common language. To create a

high-performing team of willing followers, IT leaders must identifr explicit
standards ol behavior lor communication
and teamwork and then model those
standards personally.

To realize their vision,

2
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st century

architects. They design an environment
based on
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trust that allows for powerful,

sometimes risky dialogue where innova-

her one-person department $300,000. Today,
as assistant

IT

leaders operate as communication

Great State of Texas over the rapidly growing

Enthusiasm is contagious. The board
caught Dr. Hardy's conviction and granted

2002

if ...?"

campuses offering courses throughout the

Internet.
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the unknown and asking, "\ /hat

Communication networks-human or
hardwired-must have a common set of

MakeWaves

she

beyond short-term managerial goals.
Leaders think big. They use imagination
to uncover possibilities by probing into

together takes little imagination. In Tlre
as

the multichanneled human analogue to the

18

affairs and director of the UT telecampus,

channeled, fast information processors who

vice chancellor for academic

HrcrEn Eoucelon

tive ideas are nourished. Teams produce
trust by consistently using standard
operating procedures, protocols, and
agreements acknowledged by all members.

When mistrust, suspicion, and
doubt infect a work group, the cost in
lost productivity because of interper_
sonal noise is extremely high. The best
way to stop a negative_attitude virus is
early prevention. A good leader installs
a healthy set of communication

protocols early.
\Vhen new members come on
board Dr. Hardy's team in Austin, she
takes time to tell each person what she
expects not only in output but also in
honesty. She lets them know she values

diversity of opinion and expects
disagreement and discussion in team
meetings. "That's what keeps us fresh
and helps us grow," she says. On the

other hand, Dr. Hardy is careful to set
boundaries. "What I don't want is
people complaining to each other
behind my back." If they really have

a

problem with a decision, "I want them
to come to me first so we can talk
about it," she says.

The leader must tell his staff how
he communicates best: by phone,
e-mai1, or face-to-face. As the leader,

do you prefer lots of discussion, or do
you like to see things spelled out
visually in detail? Maybe you prefer

getting down to the nitty-gritty with
people, or maybe you prefer working
at more of a distance. Good working
relationships with others begin with a
healthy dose ofknowledge about your
own strengths, weaknesses, and biases.
Thke time

to discover and honor the

Successful leaders always take respon_

sibility for how messages are received.
If they "just don'r ger it,,, a good leader
finds another channel to communicate
the message. Leaders ask for understanding and can modify their own

communication style to ensure
accuracy.

Another powerful step leaders take
to create communication protocols is
to make explicit agreements. Forge
agreements with your team on such

communication preferences of people
on your team. A high-bandwidth
Ieader knows that everyone communi-

things as how to handle conflict, give
feedback, and conduct meetings. Let
your team know when you look for

cates on slightly different frequencies,
and the leader's preference may not

consensus or compromise and when
you make the final call. Most important, create a protocol for recognizing

work best for the group.
"The meaning is the rnessage
received" is a principle so important,

and so often ignored, that it deserves
repeating: What they get is what
matters, no matter what you meant.

C onsulting

and mending broken agreements

without blame. Then write the
agreements down, sign off on them as
a group, and do periodic reality checks
to measure how well everyone lives up

In Telecommunications

And lrletworks In Higher Education

Teamwork
Talent
2
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Tbchnolo

to his or her intentions. Creating
agreements builds a strong foundation
for the teamwork leaders need to

Build lntelligent Networks

realize their vision.

skillful leaders are queens of the hive'
Around them they weave relationships,
webs of communication where
authority and Position maY change

How do you find out how much

trust-or mistrust-underlies
workplace dialogue? Unfortunately,
when communication droPs to
uncomfortably low levels, manY
leaders don't ask and emPloYees
certainly won't tell. A varietY of
assessments, audits, and surveys are
available to probe the conflicts, hidden
assumptions, and indiscussible issues

in the workplace. Any painful issues
that surface are a sign of disease and
need to be treated as a Problem
everyone shares.

The health of an organization can
be measured in the time it takes for
bad news to travel from the bottom to
the top. A responsible leader cultivates
a safe environment where people feel
enough trust to bring uP the most

difficult

issues. Even when

communi-

In the old top-down leadership model'
leaders were kings of the hill' Now

constantly. Sometimes like a wave, a
high-bandwidth leader's message
echoes among the masses. At other
times the leader's message ricochets

like a particle with a Personal,
individual ring.
An effective leader tailors messages
carefully for each situation. She is able
to create a network of aligned understanding in many directions at once:
horizontally with staff and internal
customers and vertically within the

institutional hierarchY.
Working in a network of 15
universities in the University of Texas
system Presents some unique challenges for Dr. HardY. Like manY IT
initiatives, distance education emerged

cation protocols are sorely tested, a
high-bandwidth leader doesn't play the

out of grassroots suPPort, but that
time is over. "Now it takes funding and

blame game. He allows for oPen

top-level supPort. If it's not there, it
just won't haPPen," saYs Dr. HardY'

disagreement but doesn't Permit
attacks or insults. The key is not to
take anything PersonallY.

In conversation

a strong leader

The challenge is to manage grouPs

of deans, faculty, and students-dodge
any crossfire and create buy-in' Over

"Having the veterans come in and talk
about what theY've done makes a
much better case than me standing
there and telling them, Aw, You can do

this-it's not a big deal,"'Dr' HardY
says.

The nefivork a leader creates is only
as useful as the quality of information
flowing through it' Its power increases
exponentially with the number of
nodes. Sometimes the most interesting

from the periphery, the
that maY need
growth
of
young edge
the most nourishment. In order to be
messages come

functional, neh,vorks need to be
maintained and uPdated with good

information.
A skillful high-bandwidth leader
keeps many channels oPen and is
always listening, the most underrated

-and

most i mPortant-communica-

tion skill of all. She listens deeply,
without judgment or evaluation,
listening for the meaning behind the
message for what might be left unsaid'

Then she asks for understanding to
create a strong network built on
mutual trust.
The Human Touch

Of course, the human brain has far
more bandwidth than the most
complex digital network. Human
beings are much more intuitive,

models nondefensive dialogue rather
than debate. Dialogue is an oPen

the last 10 years Dr. Hardy has changed
her strategY about how to do that'

conversation where meaning flows

"Now there are enough PeoPle who
want to learn new technologies, who

more fascinating than farms of
humming servers. The most critical

want to embrace new ways of teaching
that I don't worrY about the ones who
don't want to. The tide has shifted' We
don't trY to convince them anYmore'
We don't trY to change their minds"'

aspect

To gain suPPort she lets the
enthusiastic early adopters champion
causes for reluctant holdouts' "They're
the best ones to make our case," saYs
Dr. Hardy. Several times a Year she

that speak in that richly human voice
textured with understanding, humor,

through. Dialogue generates

"y.t ..'

and" responses that search for
solutions rather than the "no ... but"
arguments that make PeoPle wrong'

Adopting

a dialogue model

of

conversation takes discipline, but the
valuable new ideas, enthusiasm, and
loyalty generated are well worth it'
Creating Protocols and exPlicit
agreements about how You Prefer to
handle the communication Process
creates clarity. In a confused world

clarity produces Power because it
generates the credibility and trust
essential to mutual understanding and
teamwork.
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sponsors training for prospective
distance-education faculty. Rather

creative, and, some would believe, even

of good leadership has less to do
and more to do with
technologY
with
people. In this high-tech, high-touch
world, leaders need courage, awareness, and

commitment-all qualities

and compassion.
Personal and organizational

transformation takes Place when
highly connected grouPs of PeoPle

than preach the virtues of distance ed

deliberately choose new waYS to
communicate, collaborate, and

herself, she creates "vetetans' panels"
where faculty who have been doing

cooperate and still respect each other's
individuality. Words related to

distance learning present their courses'

"communication" suggest community,

Eoucertotl
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common beliefs, and communionvalues that transcend the individual

boundaries. Authentic communication
comes from the heart as well as the
head, from reason and also feeling.

"It
says

can't just be all about business,',
Dr. Darcy Hardy. "You've got to

The Call Center,,,
.,.that Connecfs

deal compassionately with people," she
"When the pressure is on and
people are stressed out, breakdowns
says.

will happen. You've got to put your
people first." Finding that delicate
balance between results and relationships, betr,veen productivity and
people, is the high-wire act successful
21st centuryleaders are able to
manage. Push too hard for results and
people leave. Overlook performance

problems and goals aren't met. Leaders
must be able to embrace paradox.
Perhaps that's one reason they become
such compelling figures for their

followers.
One of the biggest personal
challenges high-bandwidth leaders face

today is holding true to a vision while
surrendering self-importance. A Ieader
is successlul because he focuses on

a

not on himseli and inspires
others to follow him in pursuit of a
cause,

goal.

[!
Bob Karstens is a communication architect
and team consultant in Austin, Texas. He is the
founder of WisdomTools, lnc., delivering
"Smart Skills for a World that Works.,,He can
be reached at bob@wisdomway.com.

Higher education deserves the highest level of call center
efficiency. And STARTEL's call center solutions make the grade.
They include a full range of operator services for everything

from an lntelligent Console and Online Directories to
Centralized Attendant, Help Desk, even Facilities/Security
Monitoring. STARTEL also gets an A+ for keeping your staff
in touch
on and off campus. Features like Operatorless
Paging, Automated Dispatch, Web-Enabled & Wireless
lnterfaces and more bring your college or university into
the 21st century of communications.

, Directory

& lnformation

Services
Campus Security

Help Desk
, Reverse 911 Response
. Web-Enabled & Wireless
htertaces

RTEL,
Call Center Solutions
Call(800) 782-7835 for more information

www.sta rtelcorp.com
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by James S. Cross, PhD
Michigan Technological University
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College and University lT in the

Age of DiscontinuitY
As the 21st century oPens, we are on

A New Role for lT: Driving the

the cusp of a technological acceleration that will affect campuses along
with the culture as a whole. The

Transformation

assumption of continuitY that has
always deflrned and reinforced higher

o

t

education institutions is at odds with
the forces ofchange in our capitalist
marketplace. JosePh SchumPeter
coined the phrase "gales ofcreative
destruction" to capture the impact of
these forces.' Three general factors
characterize and contribute to this age

of discontinuity:
1. The inexorable spread of information technology into practically every

Most functional units on campuses do
not comprehend what is possible with
technology; therefore, it is difficult for
them to think creativelY about the
future, customers' unsPoken needs
and frustrations, convergence, and
cross-ferlilization. On the other hand,

IT staffoften have little understanding
of the customer exPerience and
seldom think creatively about how to
change it. IT departments are frequently somewhat isolated, usually
internally focused units that take on

2. The increasing convergence and

objectives defined by other people'
These objectives are not regularly
scrutinized by direct conversation

cross-fertilization of technologies

with the extemal customer. BY and

3. The accelerating rate ofchange

large, IT does not have enough insight
into the customer exPerience to

aspect ofthe economy

How will the role of IT exPand?
What strucfures and Processes will
most likely change? And how will
what we manage change?

determine if the objectives being
supported are flawed.

If information

technologY has the
power to transform campuses and the
customer experience in the 21 st
century, as many peoPle feel it does,

who should drive the transformation?

I
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Gary Hamel, author, consultant, and
professor at the London Business
School, concludes that CIOs and IT
people are going to have to drive the
transformation. Hamel also concludes
that as the people who understand the
technology and the oPPortunities
technological change affords, CIOs
and IT leadership will have to become
more externally focused on the
customer experience and customers'
unarticulated needs and frustrations if

they are to gain the insight necessary
to drive the transformation''

Changing Structures and processes for Competitive Advantage

As the line between business strategy and technology
strategy continues to blur, so does the notion that technol_
ogy implementation will leisurely follow behind business
strategy. Successful institutions in the 2lst century
will
continually execute, upgrade, and innovate as an ongoing
business strategy. Continued success means constantly

moving between the concept oftechnology and the concept
of business in crafting competitive business solutions.
Information technology will continue to be infused into
every aspect of the economy, and it will continue to
combine and recombine with other technologies and
disciplines in an ever-accelerating, nonbiological evolution.
Various sources indicate that fewer than one_third of today,s
major corporations will survive the next 25 years, and.75
percent of the names on the S&p 500 in2027 will be

analysis. The integration of business intelligence, operational,
and data modeling systems with real-time data flows is
essential as convergence continues to be a technological

driving force. Bill Raduchel, executive vice president and
CTO of AOL Time Warner, concludes that the real challenge
will be converting technology that works into systems,
products, and services that customers want, need, and are

willing to pay for.,
Managing the lmpact of Convergence

Convergence has taken us a revolutionary step forward with
the migration of different communication streams_voice,
data, video, and other media-into a single unihed network.
Mobile computing, Internet appliances, pDAs, and Web_
linked phones are emerging as the new workhorses for
consumers and

businesser.

,

companies unheard of in 2002. What will the ones that
vanish have done wrong? What will the ones that survive
have done right? And what will the new ones have done
right to get there? These are questions that need to underlie
decisions as we plan strategically for the future.

To the rescue :.,

The future-sensitized campus that fully recognizes the
trends in technology and the overall picture ofconvergence,
creative destruction, and change acceleration will have a
competitive advantage. By looking ahead and pushing
innovation to make the next advance, institutions will be

, Low profile surface mount

able to focus on melding technological change with changes
in the marketplace, customer preferences, demographics,

. Automatic dialer with up to
five emergency numbers

(1 inch thick)

culture, processes, and practices.
The creative destruction process is the essence of
capitalism, and every capitalist concem has to live with it.
Colleges and universities are no exception. We must accept
destruction as a part ofthe creative process. Unfortunately,
institutions are run by people who have the same mental
models, values, thoughts, opinions, feelings, history, and
culture lock-ins as do corporations. The established pro_
cesses in most instifutions tend to stifle creative and
innovative attempts to identif,z unmet needs and the ways to
meet them. Research indicates that the more successful an
organization becomes, the more difficult it is to be innova_

. Two voice messages
. Telephone line or AC
powered models

For the best value, prompt detivery, and friendty
support call your friends at K_Tech now

1-800-993-939e

tive and to change.
Convergence, innovation, and creative destruction
require the integration ofdata collection and business
intelligence systems for real-time data modeling and

l0)

K-Tech lnternational, lnc.
Tonington, Connecticut

www.KTechOnline,com

The critical issue for colleges and universities is not
whether convergence and innovative technologies will
change business processes and practices, but in what ways
and how quickly. These technologies in a converged
environment have the potential to generate tidal waves

of

creative destruction, changing everything by connecting a
myriad of gadgets that previously could not speak the
same language.

For example, Nokia, Motorola, and

Ericsson are developing cell phones that incorporate
Bluetooth technology to link the phone, earpiece, and
microphone so users can speak, listen, see, and manipulate
the display concurrentlY.
The convergence ofvoice and video communications
onto IP-based networks holds great promise for valueadded applications such as unified messaging, speech
authentication, voice-enabled queries and dialing, onenumber access, and CTl-enabled Web and portal applica-

tions. But how do you safely move to the new technologies? How do you implement advanced business solutions
amid a changing infrastructure? Imagination and IT
leadership are the limits as people and businesses go
mobile. The future promises unparalleled communications,
commerce, and convenience' Our challenge is to be
informed, receptive, and prepared to open the door to

opportunity.

How will colleges and universities respond to this
revolutionary world oftechnological change that requires
tremendous investments of dollars, people, time, talent,
and energy? To believe everything that's written about
convergence and innovative emerging technologies is to
think they will eliminate software apartheid and world
hunger and bring about peace and tranquility around the

globe. As with any massively hyped concept, every
institution has to form its own vision and strategy'
Although it is interesting to project the impact, I have no
doubt that it will cause radical change. The most troublesome aspect is that although it may rock your boat, it

won't part the seas. As Stanley N. Katz, director of
Princeton University's Center for Arts and Cultural Policy
Studies, states, "We must ensure that information technology serves higher education, and not vice versa'"'
For the institution confronting philosophical and
technological upheaval, evidence suggests that a strategy
ofbuilding balanced and coherent teams that understand
the customer experience works best. The teams promoting
innovations and change must develop services in line with
the demands and needs of the people being served, while
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academic processes to embrace economies of scale, scope'
added value, efficiency, effectiveness, reliability, manage-

ability, and trade-off.
The business case must embrace the creation of an
integrated strategy that differentiates campus products and
services from those of competitors to provide a true
competitive advantage. Jack Trout and Steve Rivkin in
Dffirentiate or Die assert that far too many organizations

still don't understand how vital it is to differentiate their
products and services from those oftheir competition' In
the face of stiff competition, successful organizations have
to give the customer a reason to choose their product or
serrrice.5

The business model for embracing new and innovative
technologies must be based on three premises:

1 That the

campus

will migrate to the technology for

delivery of ser.rices

2.Thatan integrated campus strategy can provide
competitive advantage
3. That the campus business model and processes are in
sync as they move between the concept oftechnology and
the concept ofbusiness in crafting real-life solutions

New and innovative technologies-cell phones, PDAs'

The Business Case for Tomorrow

24

keeping a sensible and realistic eye on the future' Potential
benefits must be evaluated in terms of business and

tt'l
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pocket PCs, softphones, wireless laptops, and Bluetoothjust highenabled personal area networks-are no longer
rapidly
are
They
boys.
girls
and
priced toys for grown-up
to
staff to
students
becoming the lifeline for everyone from
faculty to top administrators. With greater value, increased
functionality, enhanced capability, improved operating
efficiencies, and individual empowement, these technologies have quickly become an integral part of what industry
watchers call a worker's personal area network'
The Challenge

The toughest challenge is selecting and synchronizing a
vision consistent with the culture of the organization' The
value proposition must be built upon several considerations:

'
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Anywhere, anytime, anyplace access
Faster and smarter mobile professionals
Satisfied customers
RelationshiPmanagement
Leveraged core comPetencies

Brand recognition
Value-added functionality and features
Competitiveadvantage

Although ncn and innor,atite technologics vn'ill
to change the rvar,, collcges and universities
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opportunity to happen. Whether they

Vision
ACUTAs president in 2000-2001, I
chose to focus on the concept of
vision. In one of my newsletter
As

columns, I discussed the differences
between leadership, management, and

vision.l believe that on our campuses,
vision and leadership go hand in
hand. In practical terms, vision means
seeing where we have to be as an
organization and what new skills staff
must develop in order to be in a
particular position at a designated
time.
Your vision may be something as
simple as using the Web to improve
customer serwice or something as
complex as merging technologies or
departments. Whether the process or
the outcome is small or large, people
have to share your vision ifthey are to

followyour leadership, and they must
be convinced that you will lead them
to the goal.

It

unfortunately, very easy to
become entangled in the tedium of
everyday problems and routines.
is,

Effective leaders will set aside some
time to practice being a visionary if
they expect to meet their goals.

In their book The Leadership
Challenge 2d edition (lossey-Bass,
1995), Barry Posner and Jim Kouzes
identiS, five practices and 10 commitments that constitute effective
leadership. I think this, in a nutshell, is
what leadership

is aJJ

about.

1. Challenge the process. Successful

leaders and teams, they say, make a

commitment to ( 1) search for
opportunities and (2) experiment and
take risks. They do not wait for

are leading a staff or an association,

they are always seeking to make
connections from what others are
doing, translating those connections

into potential opportunities. They
also recognize that occasional failure
is inevitable, but it can provide us with
some valuable lessons.
2. Inspire a shared vision. Leaders

and

teams ( 1) set an example and

teams inspire a shared vision by first

(2) establish small wins. Our actions

) envisioning the future and then
(2) enlisting the support of others.
Tiaditional leadership conferences
emphasize the need to "sell" your

always speak louder than our words,
so it is essential that as leaders we

(I

vision

as a leader. Kouzes

and Posner

practice what we preach. If we fail to
model the behavior we want to see in
others, we compromise our integrity

suggest rather that you provide ample
information to those whom you
would lead, allowing it to be their
vision as well. If it is their vision, their
support will come quite naturally.

andwithout integritywe should not

i.

cases,

Enable others to acr. As leaders we

expect to be effective.

Establishing small wins means
recognizing milestones as we strive for
a goal. Achieving a vision, in some
may take years, If we do not

must commit to I ) lostering
collaboration and (2) strengthening
others in order to enable them to act.

evaluate our progress and have small
celebrations along the way, we get

Sometimes we must look further than
our internal resources to achieve
grand visions. Global thinking, the

5. Encourage theheart.

(

result of today's communications

discouraged and success eludes us.

Whether we

admit it or not, we all benefit from
hearing applause for a job well done.
For this reason, we must (1) recog-nize

technology, is so pervasive that it is
changing the way we look at many
activities we engage in, including the
way we lead our organizations.

individual contributions and

Partnerships and collaborations are
more common now than ever. We
must look for ways to work with
others, and we must continually

Too often we move too quickly from
one project or one event to another,
without taking time to recognize the

strengthen the skills of those we lead
to enable them to be effective participants in our vision.
4.

Model the way. Effective leaders and

(2) celebrate group accomplishments
as we strive to realize our vision.
Nothing breeds success like success.

efforts of those involved.
I highly recom mend The Leader ship
Challenge.It has had a powerful effect
on my own thinking regarding
leadership.
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ACUTA Communications Assistant

Executive education is
available, but the cost is

$1,000+ per day. If you're
serious about becoming
a leader, here are

four

schools that would love

to hear from you.

Educating the Leader
So, you're a 40-something technology
professional on a college campus, and

you like your job, but you're ready to
get serious about taking your career to
a new level. You want to be the CIO.
Where do you go to learn how to do

that? Look around. Your own campus
may be one of several offering a
relatively new kind of education for
executives making the climb to the

top.

Executive Program's fare learn to

formulate and implement strategies

for competitive advantage, understand and lead the change process,

rethink business processes, engage in
systems thinking, and foster coordi-

Darden Graduate School of Business

If you don't

According to Darden's general brochure, "The Executive Program is
about vision-about seeing potential
where none had seemed possible."
Executives who partake of The

what you want on
your own campus and you can dig
deep enough into your pocket to come
see

up with $25,500, pack your bags for
Charlottesville. The University of
Virginia's Darden Graduate School of
Business has a program specifically
designed for people like you.
"There are about 10 business
schools in the United States with a
significant array of programs for
executive education," says Brandt
Allen, associate dean of Darden's
executive education program. "Darden
is the fifth largest. We do more
executive education per faculty

member than any American business
school."
The Executive Program (TEP) is

just one of several options Darden
offers in the executive education arena.
TEP is a four-week program held on
campus at the University of Virginia.
Class sizes range

from 30 to 60

participants (33 in 2001) and include
executives from all over the world.

nation across functions. Subjects
covered in the program include

managing in a global context, Ieverag-

ing information technology,
e-business strategy, and transforma-

tional leadership.
One of the unique features of TEP
is the Executive Wellness program.
This is a voluntary fitness plan that is

part of Darden's commitment to
developing the whole person.
"Darden's goal is to make TEP a
transforming experience for those
who attend," says Lou Centini, a
senior director of executive education
at Darden. "We touch all dimensions
of the individual: intellectual, by
building functional skills and helping
them to become effective leaders;
physical, by learning to value their
health; interpersonal, by dealing with
ambiguity and realizing that it is good
to be passionate about your purpose;
and spiritual, by examining core
values and beliefs as they apply to the
workplace. These themes are woven
throughout the program to challenge
people in ways they hadn't
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According to Business Week,
Darden is ranked among the top seven
schools in the United States for
nondegree programs targeted at
executives. But of course, Darden isn't
the only choice. Also among the top

Internet and the law, highlighting
protection of intellectual proPerty and
the use of patents and coppights in
the Network Era.

schools are Harvard Business School,
Northwestern's Kellogg Graduate
School of Management, and Michigan

More than 5,800 participants attend
programs at Northwestern's Kellogg

Kellogg School of Management

School of Management each year. For

Business School.

$4,050, you can attend Kellogg's four-

Haruard Business School

day seminar titled Winning Strategies:
Creating Business Value through

Building the Leadership Engine is a
two-day program offered for $5,100.
Based on Noel Tichy's best-selling
book The Leadership Engine: How
Winning Companies Build Leaders at
Every Level, this class offers to
improve the executive's ability to
develop other leaders as well as
develop his or her own teaching skills.
What's the Big Deal?

Across the board, executives who take

part in these educational courses are
quick to sing their praises. What

Harvard Business School (HBS)
offers a two-week program targeted
specifically at information technology.
For a lee of $11,500, Delivering
Information Services will address the

Technology. Attendees will look at the

challenges business leaders face in a

e-business infrastructure.

marketplace where the competitive

One of Kellogg's programs that is
aimed at leadership is Reinventing
Leadership: A Breakthrough Approach. This five-day course is offered

here how business is done in their

twice in 2002 at a tuition of $6,150.
Designed for executives who want to

Andy Miller, director of computing
and nehvork operations at Boeing

maximize their managerial efficiency,
this seminar pledges to give professionals a model for understanding
their business and leadership and to

Space and Communications.

impact of information technology on
strategy and operating models across

plapng field is continuously changing
as technology advances.

Four teams of professors teach
Delivering Information Services, each
presenting a different aspect for
consideration. Team

I

focuses on

effective IT management and the

changing role ofthe CEO and the
CIO, and the relationship between the
two. Some topics covered by this team

to top executives worldwide?

building blocks of

.

challenge their basic beliefs about

include IT management in the 2lst

leadership.

century and the pressures and alternatives of outsourcing.

Executive Education Center

The University of Michigan's Executive
Education Center is currently featuring a class called Leading Change:
Creating Transformational Compe-

Team 2 discusses business trans-

lormation, computer operations,
intranets, and the Internet, with
emphasis on issues such as trans-

tencies. The fee for this five-day

forming the network organization and
using IT to improve the lifetime value
of customers.

program is $6,200. Leading Change
addresses challenges that participants
identify so that it will best address the
real needs of those who attend. This
seminar is intended to help executives
develop their own transformational
processes for their unit and gain the
mind-set of a transformational leader.

Electronic commerce and the
Internet is covered by Team 3, including consideration of the value of a
r'se and erectronic

:#:I::.

Team 4 concentrates on the
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various industries and discuss the
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Interaction with Fellow Executives

"I'm learning from the other IT folks
countries. They face the same IT
issues, so I'm studying their best
practices," says recent TEP member

"I view

my interaction with my colleagues
here as one of the most effective things
I can do to learn about international
business and IT matters."
IT leaders in other executive
education programs share Miller's
sentiments. "An opportunity to meet

and speak with your peers is often
overlooked as an event necessary to
your personal development," states
Harvard participant Harry Tobin,
knowledge management leader at
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC. "At
HBS, the ideas and strategies come

from the professors; implementation
comes from your peers. Take the

opportunity to relearn and refocusyou can mature an entire year in just
nvo weeks."

.

their colleagues on the solution.

A Faculty of Experts

The HBS faculty are authors of
revolutionary books and articles and
are leading authorities in their fields.
According to the HBS brochure, the
executive education faculty has "an
immeasurable wealth of real-world
expertise." By including faculty
members from the business school
with other disciplines such as
Harvard Law School, HBS hopes its

curriculum will give class members
broader understanding of how IT

a

influences the entire establishment.
Likewise, Kellogg promises that its

Debate and discussion are an integral

understand the issues and know who
should address them. Lots of people
have lots oftechnical knowledge, but
they can't get a project out the door."

part of this program.
Conclusion

To lead in today's volatile work
environment, whether on camPus or

"Future CIOs don't need more

training in rechnology,"

says Darden's

Allen. "They need this leadership

training."
Mary L. Pretz-Lawson of Carnegie
Mellon would probably agree. "I don't
need to know all the answers to every
technical question related to these
servicesi'she told us. "Rather, I need
to have enough technical knowledge to

off, it isn't enough-or maybe even
necessary-to be a technology suPerstar. You must know how to lead
yourself, and your colleagues, into the
future.

Ill

Megan Statom is the ACUTA communica'
tions assistant. Beach her at
mstatom @acuta.org.

faculty, almost a third of whom are
from outside North America, offer
the global orientation required for
the worthy exchange ofbest practices. Executive programs are designed and taught by the most senior

members of Kellogg's faculty. These
professors are leading practitioners
and scholars of distinction, well

known for their research.

'

Learning by Doing

A large part of many of these programs is the application to real-life

situations. Darden's TEP offers
business simulations so that partici-
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Making the Outsourcing Decision
lust a few years ago, when I first wrote
about outsourcing for ACUTA, the
question was "Should we outsource?"
Today we're asking,

"Wat shotldwe

outsource?" and "How should we do

nity to engage in collaborative relationships with business partners to create
high-performance support operations
that keep pace with industry best
practices. It is seen as a way to gain

it?"

access

What is outsourcing? In its simplest
sense, outsourcing is the transfer of
operational responsibility of a business

service levels, and increase ability to
respond to changing business needs.

or infrastructure management
to an external service provider.
Outsourcing has evolved to become the
process

strategic use of outside resources to
perform activities traditionally handled
by internal staff and resources. Traditionally, the outsourced process or

function was generally noncore in
nature, and the functions ranged from
high-volume, repetitive processes such
as electronic transaction processing
(i.e., student billing and account

Many public sector organizations are
taking advantage of the same benefits
that outsourcing brings to their
operations.
Here are the top ten reasons why
outsourcing is desirable:

10.

services. Today, outsourcing is growing

in popularity to include collaborative
relationships with outsource business
partners to drive business transforma-

9.
8.

Initially, the benefit of outsourcing was
typically thought of in financial terms.
Outsourcing often represents the

opportunity to substitute fixed costs for
variable costs, making a strong argument for its use as a sound financial
management tool. Outsourcing has
even been referred to as a "blunt
instrument to offload unimportant
activities and wring the costs out."I
Today, outsourcing is also seen as an
opportunity to improve service levels
and take advantage of the latest

technology without the capital and

human resources investment. Outsourcing now represents an opportu30 Spntuc,2002
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control operating

Improve organizational focus
Gain access to world-class
technologies and capabilities

7.

Free internal resources for other

purPoses

6.

Access resources that are not

available internally

5.
4.

tion.
Why Outsource?

Reduce and
costs

management) to a more customized
service such as technology help-desk

to competitive skills, improve

Accelerate reengineeringbenefits
Address a function that is difficult

to manage/out of control

3.
2.
1.

Make capital funds available
Share risks

Two words: cash infusion

Here are some examples that
typically apply in a university telecommunications environment.

In

a recent article, Beth

Ellyn

Rosenthal, an editor for the BPO
Outsourcing lournal, stated that 80
percent of the nation's monthly phone

bills have mistakes that are typically not
in the customer's favor.2 Most university
telecom organizations pay

hundreds-

sometimes thousands-of telecomrelated accounts, making it virtually
impossible to closely monitor the

billings with their limited accounting
staff. This is one case where outsourcing can pay for itself and return a
"profit" to the organization through
cost savings, at ieast in the short term
until the accounts are cleaned up and

billing errors under control.
Or consider that some universities
simply don't have the financial
resources to pay salaries and benefits
that will attract and retain technology
staff. Even if they can attract them,
keeping their training current with
rapidly advancing technology and
supplying the tools and other resources
they need to be effective can be a major
challenge.

Finally, capital funding for new

functions of the university. Outsourcing allows manageable oPerating costs
to replace capital funding in obtaining
the latest voice and data technologies.
What Can Be Outsourced?

.

Platform IT outsourcing which is

defined as a service provider who
assumes responsibility for managing all

or part of a client's IT infrastructure.
Examples include hardware facilities
management, onsite and offsite support

In higher education telecommunica-

services, server vaults and data security,

tions/information technolo gy, the
functions we tlpically think of

and disaster recovery capabilities. These
relationships typically involve the

outsourcing include

transfer of IT facilities, staff, and
hardware. This is becoming increasingly popular in the government sector

.
.

bill auditing/payment;
hardware installation and maintenance;

.
.
.
.

systems and upgrades is often very

because government entities are
able to compete

PBX engineering;

not

with private companies

for technical talent on the basis of price
alcne. In order to manage their
increasingly complex IT infrastructures
that have fallen behind the private

moves/adds/changes;
customer service; and

help desk.

sector, government entities are

In addition to transaction-based

difficult to obtain because these needs
are in competition with other projects

and business process outsourcing,

that are more closely tied to the core

array of outsourcing services, including

recent trends include an increasing

the following:

increasingly turning to outsourcing.

.

Application outsourcing, which is

defined as an outsourcer that provides
the management, maintenance, and

nqtionol telecommuntc
billing service compony focused on
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We only want to outsource

because the service provider
only want to outsource because the

can leverage its expertise,

service provider can leverage its
expertise, economies of scale, and

economies of scale, and

to resources to make our
operations run better and provide
better service to our customers.
access

access to resources to make

our operations run better
What Factors lnlluence Successful

and provide better service to

0utsourcing?

our customers.

A study conducted by the Outsourcing
Institute in 19983 identified the
following critical areas for a successfirl
outsourcmg Program:

:,':ji{ffi

'_,r|l;.i€.li.t'ffi
r..i::1r+"L1w

.

Understanding your goals and
objectives

support of software applications. This
group tlpically includes third-party
applications service providers (ASPs),
which deploy, manage, and remotely
host a software application developed
by a third party through centrally

.
.
.

A strategic vision and plan

.
.

located servers, and proprietary ASPs,

.

which develop, own, and subsequently
rent their own software solutions
directly to clients.

.

infrastructure
outsourcing,which is defined as a thirdparty service provider that pro-actively
provides and/or manages IT infrastructure and applications through a remote
Systems and network

for

Senior executive support and

Careful attention to personnel issues

Near-term financial justification

Spnrr.rc,
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a successful

outsourcing relation-

ship. If not done properly, the

outsourcing relationship can be
defeated even before the work is
transitioned to the service provider.
The specifications play two vital
roles

in an outsourcing agreement.

First, they ensure accountability on the
part of the provider. Second, they
determine the price for the service. As
the buyer, the only way you can have a

comfort level with the outsourcing
arrangement is to set required servicelevel specifications and then regularly
measure the provider's performance to
determine whether it has achieved

appreciated, or as if they are being laid

those levels. This affects the price for

off. This often gives way to a realiza-

the service because the level

tion that the change is going to

required service will dictate the level of
resources that is required.

phase wherein employees begin to
look after their own career interests.
Finally, most staff members come to

rru

specifications is a crucial foundation

where they feel as if they are not

become valued business partners. We
32

pitfalls inherent in establishing this
type of relationship. If you have never

Open communication with affected
individuals/groups

happen, and they enter a self-interest

specialized service providers who

arrangement and away fiom the

Establishing appropriate service-level

positions outsourced, employees will
go through various stages as they deal
with the new reality. Although every
individual is different, many will
typically first have a "rejection" phase

sourcing involves substantial restructuring of specific business activities by
contracting out major functions to

from

competent firm can guide you
toward a successfi-rl outsourcing
a

A properly structured contract

with the prospect of having their

When done well, outsourcing is
much more than simply supplanting
resources by "subcontracting." Out-

arena for the first time, assistance

The lmportance ol Service-Level
Agreements

overemphasized. Often, when faced

detection services.

When venturing into the outsourcing

Ongoing management of the
relationship

managing the personnel issues can't be

data storage, and firewall intrusion

One more item should be added to
this list the use of outside expertise.

Selecting the right vendor

The importance of carefirlly

hosting environment. Specific examples
include a broad array of technical
functions, including hosting, collocation, performance monitoring, backup

arrangement and supporting the new
organization. Regular, open communication is essential to gain the confidence of the affected staff members.

crafted a service-level agreement
(SLA), you don't want to do it alone.

involvement

.
.

realize that their best interests are
served by joining forces with the new

Hrclen Eoucer ou

of

Servicelevel agreements typically
take one of three styles. It is important

William A. Brichta
DeSales University

Collaboration

One of the best examples in

history of this ability to
collaborate for success might be Dwight Eisenhower,
who was chosen in 1943 to lead Operation Overlord.
Eisenhower brought extensive planning skills to this
assignment but was chosen primarily because he worked
well with the British (even Montgomery) and could
deliver a combined operational plan. That spirit of
cooperation was critical if the Normandy landings the
following year were to be successful. In this case, it was
Eisenhower's ability to collaborate that made him the

Identifi,ing the single most important leadership skill is
like selecting one book or CD to take with you to a
desert island. It is not an easy decision.

If I must narrow it down, I believe that the most
valuable asset any leader can bring to campus and
6x6sl-ns1 just survive-would be the willingness to
collaborate with other campus leaders.
Each of us has our own niche, our particular area

of

expertise, as we provide services to our institution. But
we must be able to work alongside others to Senerate
the momentum necessary to accomplish the really

logical choice to lead.

I think we could apply the same principle to our own

mission-critical projects. That takes the ability to step
back often for a look at the big picture with others in
the mix.

collaborators.
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defined objectives of the outsourcing
relationship.

l.The utility-style SLA is similar to
what we typically expect from a utility
company: basically, the service is on or
off. For all practical purposes, there are
two levels ofservice: acceptable and
unacceptable. If the service is on, all is
well. If the service is off, we want a

credit on our invoice for the length of
downtime.

university and the supplier, and it
must include the identification of
responsibilities, which is key when

greatest return on investment for the

processes change.

When processes are
outsourced, it is important to let the

sourcing relationship, the university
can acquire best-practices process

outsource service provider take total

expertise to facilitate the design,
building, training, and deployment of
business processes or functions. The

ownership for the process. As the
buyer, you control the outcomes
through the service measurements; you
can't continue to run the day-to-day
outsourced function.

tions for a process improvement

To be successful, the outsourcing
relationship must focus on results. To
be meaningful, the results must be
objective, measurable, quantifiable,

objective will measure success

2. The process-improvement-style SLA is

capital in areas that provide the

institution. By leveraging the out-

institution also acquires experienced
personnel who are able to accommodate changing market conditions.

The most important focus is

writing

and comparable against preestablished

a contractual agreement for
outsourcing that eliminates risks,
defines the university's goals, includes
the service provider's performance

changes introduced to the process,

criteria.

guarantees, quantifies performance

rather than just the end result.

limitations preclude going
into SLAs in more detail here, but I
want to emphasize the importance of
getting help in developing your first
SLA. Until you've had a good amount
of firsthand experience with outsourcing and SLAs, you can benefit from
working with someone who can help

measurements, and lays out a path
toward continual improvement in the
outsourced process. Defining these
vital components of the contractual
relationship takes time and effort but

typically used in business process
outsourcing. The serviceJevel specifica-

3.

of

A value-added-style SLA will specifr

the actual value that is expected and the
quality of the desired result. This style

will speci$, the

effectiveness of results
in creating value in your organization,
not just the execution of the process

itself or simply reducing costs. Addedvalue outsourcing will typically have a
strategic impact on your organization
because

it will involve business process

reengineering that leads to new

directions, such as a shift away from
day-to-day process management and
toward strategic, long-term planning.
Components of a Successlul SLA

A good agreement has several
critical components. The emphasis
must not be on which party negotiated
the best deal, but rather on negotiating
a reasonable contract for both parties.

Space

achieve

maximum

Conclusion
Today's university telecommunications
managers are looking ahead and
recognizing that the responsibility for
ensuring the success of their organizations does not rest entirely in-house.
Although many of us have struggled

with the concept of outsourcing
critical business functions, especially
those with direct customer interaction,

agreement. By reaching complete

decision.

a clear

For many, outsourcing has become

agreement on issue resolution.

the only viable means of maintaining

The SLA should help manage the
strategic relationship between the

an up-to-date technology infrastructure while reinvesting cash and human

Spnruo,
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a successful experience

for

partner.

lll

success.

Both parties must benefit from the

34

lead

both the institution and its new

you construct an agreement that can

definition of noncore processes
can aid in the "build versus buy"

consensus, both parties can reach

will

Anne Apicella is a senior telecom specialist
with Sun Healthcare Group, lnc., and an
ACUTA associate member. Formerly director
of telecom at the University ol New Mexico,
she has been an active participant on the
ACUTA listserve and a frequent presenter at
ACUTA events. Reach Anne at anne.apicella
@sunh. com.
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Judith Bailey, Ed.D.
Northern Michigan UniversitY

ACUTA: Having climbed the ladder
from high school teacher to college
president, what attributes, skills, or
experiences do you think have made
the most valuable contribution to
your success?

Bailey: I believe that it is my ability
to recognize that I can learn a lot
from others and I seek their inPut,
sort through it, digest it, and then

Our IT professionals have been
outstanding, and one of the things I try
to do is to recognize them for the skills
they bring to the table. I do not take
any credit for having put in the IT
infrastructure. We've used technology
both to enhance our administrative
services and to make them more user-

friendly.
Also, technology has streamlined
our efforts, freeing up staff to spend

As president ol Northern Michigan

make a decision and move on. I try to

University since 1997, Judith Bailey,
Ed.D., has climbed the academic
ladder all the way to the top since
beginning her career as a junior high
school teacher in the '60s. wining

remain open to new ideas and ways of
doing things, and I surround myself
with people who are creative, willing

more time face-to-face helping
students. Registration is now almost 90

to look at these new ideas and take
the risks necessary to put them in
place. I enjoy the strategy part of
leadership needed to make major

tool that has allowed the faculty to
reorder the learning tasks and put more

change happen.

ACUTA: To survive in today's rapidly
changing world, organizations and
institutions must continue to innovate.

awards and various recognitions at
every step. ln this interview with Jim
Cross, she shares some lessons she
has learned along the way about
management and leadership.

James S. Cross, Ph.D., vice provost
of lnformation Technology at Michigan
Technological University, is a former
ACUTA president who now chairs
ACUTA's publications committee.

ACUTA: NMU's Web site states that
"the Mission of Northern Michigan
University is to form an academic
community where the best teaching
and learning are available to those in
its programs." How can information
technology and telecommunications
professionals on campus participate
more effectively in the accomplishment of this mission?

Bailey: Technology is a tremendous

tool-and I want to emphasize that
technology ls a tool and not the end
result of teaching and learning-but
it certainly is a major facilitator. For
us at Northern, technology has been
used to make sure that we have closed
the digital divide for our students by
giving all students the same access to

percent online. Technology has been a

time on interactive opportunities with
students.

Research indicates that the average

corporation today earns approximately
33 percent

of its revenue and 60

percent of its profit from products and
services it did not sell or offer five years
ago.

has

What new and innovative projects

NMU initiated that you are most

proud of, and what leadership qualities
do you feel have contributed to the
success of these initiatives? We are all
aware of your laptop program, so
please tell us about that and other

projects that you are most proud of.

Bailey: The question being discussed
as I came to Northern was "How do we
achieve ubiquitous computing?" We
have come

from that question to the

information and communication.

ACUTA Jounum or
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Key to success is having

quality academic programs,

than machines. What guidance do you
offer to campus leaders on how to

providing personal attention
to the students, and using

decide and balance the moral, political,

going to move the core mission and
vision forward and should be evaluated

and ethical issues against the promise

agai nst goal achievement.

these technologies offer for efficiencies

technology to enhance the

in our organizations, cures for disease,

learning environment and

reduced human suffering, and longer
life?

services.

protocols, and regulations, and
particularly have we discussed the
possible moral and ethical issues

surrounding a controversial type of
research among the faculty, administration, and then me with our governing
board so that there are no surprises?
Making a decision to move forward is

Teaching, Learning, and Communica-

tion (TLC) initiative,

tool being the
Iaptop. That has been our greatest
innovation in the last five years because

it

a

has transformed the learning

environment in and out of the

one thing; having people surprised by

classroom. With each student having

the intended or unintended conse-

access 2417

to technology, they are able
to have a very connected learning

quences of that decision is another.

snyilsnrngn{-one that

ACUTA: At a time when customers
have more choices than ever and the

reaches beyond

the confines of campus. As you walk
around campus it's evident that there's

longest economic expansion in U.S.

history comes to a close, what advice do
you offer to aspiring managers and

an excitement about learning, about
reaching beyond the shores of Lake

leaders on how to be successful

Superior to the world and bringing in
interesting opportunities. We've
partnered with Michigan Tech on

ACUTA: Campus

in

today's world of fierce competition and

tight budgets?
Bailey: Universities have always had

Internet2, accessing resources that we
haven't had before. We are now using
Internet2 to bring in SCOLA language
classes from around the world.

some sense of fierce competition and

tight budgets, but it certainly has been
enhanced recently. My personal advice
is to focus on your core mission. Key to
success is having quality academic

research initiatives

involving genomics, biotechnologies,
and nanotechnologies carry with them
an air of controversy because they

programs, providing personal attention

manipulate human organisms rather

and services. Budget decisions need to

36
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to the students, and using technology
[o enhance the learning environment

rru
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The other piece of advice is not to
back away from making essential
investmenls. Rather than impose
across-the-board reductions, what are

Bailey: Those really are difficult
balances. Northern is not a researchintensive institution. We do occasionally get into these dilemmas. The
primary criterion is Are we doing
what's best for our students? Are we
complying with all the research,

;;i.,gf:i;ffi
::#+ffi

be based on whether or not they are

those programs and initiatives that
need to be held harmless? Can you use

opportunity to
reconfigure or redefine how you carry
out that part of your mission?
these times as an

ACUTA: Clearly the tragic events of 9/
11 forever changed the way Americans
approach work and their personal lives.

What advice do you offer on how to
manage and mitigate such risks at
colleges and universities? What steps
are responsibly prudent, and

which

represent emotional reactions? What
are the long-term economic implica-

tions for colleges and universities?

Bailey: My colleagues and I struggle
with what those long-term consequences are because we are not sure

whether the immediate reactions we
saw at the end of200l are going to
translate into different attendance
patterns by college students in2002
and beyond. The question is Do
students want to stay nearer home or
pursue their university of choice
regardless of location? How families are

balancing these decisions is unknown;
we're all just waiting to see what trends
emerge. Right now we're

not seeing

a

dramatic shift at all.
The issue of economics certainly
drives student choice. I think we will
see

more decisions based on costs

rather than national security issues.

Universities should have crisis plans
of terrorist attacks or other
crises. How we communicate in the
midst of a crisis and how we ensure the

in

case

olpeople on our campus is
critical. At Northern, we have reviewed
our policies and have upgraded and
safety

strengthened those where necessary.
Some of those require financial

investment.

ACUTA: Most leaders and senior
administrators consider uncertainty a
major obstacle to success in today's
tough economic time. How has your
campus approached crafting strategy to
guide it in creating value and boosting

institutional

in an uncertain
world? How important is creativity to
success

total agreement in every area, there was
an opportunity to understand what was
behind decisions. These actions built
morale and created a focus on understanding what the key goals were we are
trying to achieve in the next few years.
A colleague of mine says, "Communicate, communicate, communicate,"
and I would add to that make sure your
communication is focused, it has a
listening component, and then actions
occur after communication and
listening.

Bailey: Many senior administrators

how you, as a university president,
transform the learni ng environment
through the use of technology is
daunting to some because the assumption is that the president has to
understand all the inner workings of
the technology. That's wrong.
What I do is surround myself with

ACUTA: Are there any other comments
you would like to make regarding
leadership issues as we look to the

people who are competent and whose

future?

that we have put in the infrastructure,

advice I can trust. Then we make sure

the planning process, and how do you

promote it?

Bailey: I would first take issue with the
premise that uncertainty is a major
obstacle, because

I'm not sure anyone

would move forward if we all waited
for calm and secure environments.

DO THE t$fiTH
Quality+Savingr=AfL

The best stralegy lor moving

forward is first to be clear about the
primary goals you want to achieve and
how they fit with your mission and
vision statement. Have a lot of dialogue
on campus, whether you use a strategic
planning team or a presidential council.
Go beyond that smaller circle of input
we are all comfortable with and get
broad input around what the priorities
are, how and where to invest, and how
to move forward.

Learning, and Communication

initiative, we were successful only
because we were able to have lots

"Rlecqm $ofufons For Sollryes
The ATL Formula
1.

New & Refurbished

Parts, Systems and
Peripherals at up to
30% - 70% Savings.

2. Top Notch Repair
and Refurbishing.

As we implemented the Teaching,

3. Turn Old Equipment
into Cash with ATL's
Buy Back Program.

of

conversation about the pros and cons,
the value added, and where investments

wouid be made.'rAtrile there was not

are

comfortable leading change that
involves technology than almost any
other. They'll lead a new construction
project, they'll lead a change in an
academic curriculum. But to look at

Iess

4. Money

Back
Guarantee.

Patricia Todus
Northwestern University

Team Building
I believe that the most important
leadership skill is building a teamoriented culture. The very essence of
a university is collaboration.
Teamwork is another word for
collaboration. Building and emphasizing a team culture within the

telecommunications/information
technology organization and in
relationships with university
colleagues is critical to the overall
success

of the organization, the

institution, and the leader.
The telecommunications/

information technology staff that
works as a team to solve problems,
bring new services to the commu-

efforts soon

nity, and provide the vision to the
institution is enhanced when that team

Iearns that everyone gains from this

understands, has had input into the

culture.

vision, and is involved in making the
vision a reality.

In a telecommunications/information technology organization there is
no shortage of projects, and the staff is
usually stretched to bring them all to a
successful end while continuing to
provide excellent ongoing services. A
staff that embraces the value of
teamwork quickly learns that working
together allows staff members to
achieve their goals and those of the

organization. A leader who encourages
teamwork and publicly awards team

Using this teamwork philosophy in

building relationships throughout the
university has the same positive effect.
Bringing together university colleagues
to collaborate in the information
technology planning process and work

with the telecommunications/information technology office to achieve the
technology goals builds stakeholders
and champions when the plans are
presented for adoption and the allimportant funding. Developing a
teamwork culture is a challenge, but
one that pays off in innumerable ways.

Ilt

invested in support mechanisms such

someone who stands out, in your

as excellent technical staff, hardware,

opinion,

and software, and in the support to

help faculty examine how technology
can be used in the teaching/learning
environment. I didn't need to know all
those answers. As the leader I needed to
be able to put together teams that could

bring those answers to the table and
then be willing to take the risk and have
the confidence that they had enough
knowledge to successfully carry out

their responsibility within the overall
plan.

ACUTA: For this issue of the lournal,
we have asked leaders from several
ACUTA member schools what
historical figure they regard as a good
example of leadership. Is there
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as a consummate leader?

Bailey: One person I regard

as an

outstanding leader is Colin Powell.
Another is Eleanor Roosevelt. Right
now I am reading Katharine Graham's
autobiography. I was impressed by her

to hear. They have to be individuals
who are strong personalities who have
skills that complement your own. They
should be people that you can work
with very openly and honestly. The
team can agree to disagree until you
walk out of the room, and then

personal account of the leadership

everyone agrees. I have been blessed by

challenges she faced when she became

having been mentored by such people

the owner and publisher of the

and by having the opportunity to

Washington Posr. Having no manage-

surround myself with outstanding

ment experience, she was able to create
change in a very different way.

people. Sometimes you have to create

ACUTA: Would you say that choosing
the right people to work with is the key
to success?

Bailey:

Yes, and they can't always be

people who will tell you what you want
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that team; you don't just inherit it.
That's a little harder. But the dividends
are worth what you go through to
achieve a cohesive team.

lll

by Phil Lillies

lnsights into Online Learning lnitiatives

Many traditional colleges and universities are exploring online learning
initiatives designed to allow an institution to break out of its geographic
and demographic niche. As a fully engaged member of a team implementing an online learning initiative, the director of telecommunications or networking can bring unique insights to such an undertaking.
Consider the following scenario.

the telecommunications infrastructure
and to reflect on the elements of the
scenario to be sure that the underlying
approach is sound.
Positive Elements in This Approach

The Project

Certainly the approach has a number
of points to recommend it:

The faculty of commerce has decided
to begin experimenting with online
learning by offering a certificate
program in e-commerce via the

. Minimal impact. Leaving the
transition in the hands of Web and
instructional designers-whose
mandate is to re-purpose existing

Internet. The primary objective of the
initiative is to allow the university to
better address the needs of previous
graduates and other working adults

throughout North America, and
indeed, the world. The program is to
be highly innovative, featuring a blend

of interactive

case

studies-delivered

asynchronously over narrow band, and
live online video classrooms-possibly
delivered synchronously over broadband to suitably equipped sites.
Course content is to be created bY

digitizing and repurposing existing
classroom materials, which will require
the intervention of specialists such as
Web and instructional designers. A

Learning Management System (LMS)
is to be implemented to store content
and track student activities. The LMS
is to conform to the shareable
courseware object reference model
(SCORM), which will allow the
content to be reused in different
applications and platforms.
director ofnetworking
is to oversee drafting of a proposal for

Yourjob

as

materials whenever possible-limits
risk in that existing development and
delivery processes will be minimally
affected.

.

Easy to manage. Starting

from

existing classroom materials means

that a linear, gated transition process
can be set up. Fundamentally, this

approach should be relatively easy to
manage because it has known inputs

and an intuitively understandable
outcome.

.

Intuitive. Students and instructors

alike will readily understand the
approach: video sessions take the place

of traditional classroom sessions, and
interactive Web pages take the place of
paper-based content.

.

State of the

Art. An LMS can make

to manage thousands of
students, while SCORM compliance
will ensure that the content is both

it

easy

reusable and even resalable (for
example, to publishing houses or other

educational institutions).
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Where the Problems Lie

instructional design strategy had been
"discovered," at which point it might

However, this scenario also has a
number of elements that give reason

make sense to analyze whether a

SCORM-compliant LMS could be
incorporated.

for reflection:

'

Cost. Interactive Web design,

because

it requires the

use

In sum, a controllable approach may
not be optimal either for learning or
for cost-effectiveness.

of highly

skilled specialists, can be extremely
expensive, requiring 100 hours or
more to develop just one hour of

A More Etfective Approach

instruction. Video classrooms,
depending on the bandwidth requirements of the system chosen, can
require investment in expensive
telecommunications infrastructure.

.

Conflicting goals. Minirnal impact
on current processes has its downside.
This minimization of impact is

offering such content, unless it is
carefully set in a context that adapts

advantage of technology in creative
ways. A more innovative metaphor is

proposed by Khan:
Web-based Instruction (WBI)...
Icreates] a meaningful learning
environment where learning is

it

to the needs and interests of the
learners, is likely to be in conflict with
fundamental adult-learning principles.
(For a summary of adult-learning

fostered and supported.s

In other words, the focus should
not be on delivering content but on
structuring a learn ing environment.

principles, see Imel.)2

.

For an institute of higher educaa learning environment that

No discovery planning. Discovery

planning, a concept developed by
McGrath and MacMillan, means
investing minimally up front, to get

broadband solutions is Athabasca
University. Its instructional media

innovative approach imposes a new
operational metaphor that takes

easily be placed online. Unfortunately,

tion,

fosters self-directed learning probably
makes the most sense and can be less

a

costly to develop than interactive Web

new venture working, and then
making new investments only when

SCORM-compliant LMS up front

or even Web pages that are
simply repurposed from original
classroom content. Facility for
asynchronous computer-mediated
communication (CMC) that permits

made no sense until a successful

instructor-led threaded discussions is

pages,

certain fundamental objectives are
met.3 For example, discovery planning
would suggest that investing in a

40
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An example of an online university
that has very successfully implemented
the self-directed approach while
keeping costs down by offering
minimal interactivity and avoiding all

traditional processes with
technology (for example, face-to-face
presentation with video, or paper with
online) is not truly innovative.a A truly

written informational pieces that can

complete treatment of learning
environments.)6

Is there a more effective approach that

replaces

program failure (Cookson provides an
example. See especially pp. 19-20).'
Moreover, the easiest and cheapest
content to repurpose will be well-

environment. Another key component
is ready access to libraries of online
materials. (]onassen gives a more

would allow the university to achieve
its primary objective of breaking out
of its geographic and demographic
niche? Yes, there is. In this regard, it is
worth noting here that as Zuboff
points out, an approach that merely

unfortunately also likely to dampen
general commitment of staff to the
program, which can easily lead to

one key component of such an

HrcHeR Eoucmroru

development Web site is available at

http://emd.athabascau.calhtml/

multimedia.html. From this screen
interested parties can access a document that describes the assistance
available from the Educational Media

Development (EMD) staff, who offer
their expertise to help developers
"navigate these digital waters success{irlly."

The disadvantage of a truly
innovative approach, of course, is that

it may meet with resistance from those
most committed to traditional
teaching methods and technologies. At
the very least an innovative approach
will require training and reorientation.
Examples of some of the challenges

of

teaching using CMC are available at

http://www.curtin.edu.aulhome/allen/
we3ligmll2o4l3.html on the Curtin
University of Technology's Web site.
They describe how various tasks can be
given to students, with appropriate
support, so as to challenge the fixed
roles of teachers and learners. In this
approach, students, through collabora-

tion and cooperative problem-solving,
become active participants in their
learning, and academics use the CMC
discussion as a means of facilitating
the learning process. This approach

may not enable staff to reduce their
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pages, innovative focus on establish-

ment of learning environments, and
training that ensures the dedication
and commitment of full-time faculty.

Any other approach is unlikely to
unlock the true potential of online
learning either for the instructors, the
students, or the netlvorking and
telecommunications engineers that
provide crucial behind-the-scenes
support for the learning endeavor.
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The Scope of the Project

ht

state-of-the -art digital PBXs

r,r,.ith

1997, Kent State explored its

irLtegrated voicemail lor 5,000 staff

telecommunications options and

and 7,000 residential students. The
sl'stem may grow to include all

decided to replace an aging Centrex
voice system r,vith ner,r, PtsXs and

3

t,000 students at all eight cam-

AIM networking that rvould provide

puses. Funding comes prin-rarily

fbr the convergence of r.oice, video,
and data. By Septen'rber 2000, all eight

from thc existing telecom budget
from savings generated by elimir-rat-

campuses in northeast Ohio plus an

ing Oentrex costs. Unique terms of
th.e contact include a technology

trrchitecture design studio in Cleveland were linked by a fully converged

refresh program at no cost. In

voice/video/data systerl that used
liber-optic cublc. Tlre project rvus
achieved by a core group of 1 3

acldition, the progrant guarantees
industry-compiiant replacement of

Unir.ersity staff members. 'lhe

nr:nts for 10 years and extends the
."varranty to 2012.

winning bidder r,vas Total Systems
integration ('lSI), a consulting firm in
G:rlion, Ohio. "tSI engineered,
designed, and l,vrote the bid specifica-

tiorrs per Kerrt State's planning
committee guidelines. NEC Business
Solutions of Irving, Texas, rvas
awarded the entire project ancl was
the Iead contractor.

The contract with NEC included

:r1[

hardware and softrv:rre conrpo-

The campuses are now capable
of anpvhere , anl.tin're exchange of
d:Lta betr.veen

students, faculty, staff,

.rrrd neighlroring communities to

support the University's mission and
strategic planning goals.'fhese goals
in clu.le en

hancing com m rrrrications,

collaboration, devekrping
innovative \vavs Io t]tanltgc increls-

in creasir.rg

ing costs, encouraging technolog,venabled grants, expanding national
and international partnerships, and

facilitating outreach in Ohio and
throughout the lvorld.
This project earned top honors

"for the magnitude of its netrvork
overhaul and financing smarts" by

winning the 2000 User Excellence
Aivard lrom Nenvork \\Iorld
magazine.
From There to Here

In

1997, Kent State's

Inlonnittion

Services Department implemented tl.re

processes that r,vere deveioped by a
1995

planning committee. The

1

2

Lledic.rted menrbers of the commiltee

included staff from Informatiorr
Services, Telecom and Netr,vorking,

residence services, regional campuses,

students, f-aculty, and key business
offi cers. Corrmittee members

attended biweekly rneetir-rgs for two

years. The committee was charged to

support the university mission and
nine strategic goals using technology.
High priorities included increasing

on all eight campuses also facilitated
technical support and maintenance,

tive telephones.

enhanced client satisfaction, simpli-

expanding research opportunities,
increasing access to Programs, and
expanding outreach.
The committee decided to uPgrade
and expand the1994 networkfrom a
Kent campus data infrastructure to
an eight-campus, fi.rlly converged

network that provided state-of-theart voice, data, and video services.
The Telecom and Networking staff
would assume centralized operations
and maintenance of the new network.

The president and the executive
officers approved the committee

recommendations and committed
their full support to the entire project.
The Kent campus's 1 10 buildings

fied user training, and reduced the
cost for maintaining onsite equip-

Focus groups were conducted

student and staff communication,
enhancing student/faculty collaboration, using technologY as a tool,

Standardizing the telecom sYstem

supports 10,244 DID numbers that
support voicemail for students and
staff and provides 4,344 administra-

with everydepartment to document
their equipment needs, gather
feedback, and develop individualized
enhancements (e.g., automatic call

surveyed throughout the Project,

tions, call boxes). In addition, more
than 100 training sessions for
students, faculty, and staff were
conducted during summer 2000. The

training sessions continued until
November to support additional
educational needs that arose as users
became accustomed to the new
system. A Web site provided informa-

tion about implementation, timelines,
training opportunities, the network,
and other project develoPments
throughout the phases and continues
to provide information updates.

In October, the Kent campus was
connected to seven NEC digital PBXs

system used 6,200 Centrex lines that

that were installed at each regional
campus. The seven regionals added

network. That network ran at near
100 percent capacity on a site covering
more than eight acres. The system
used 100 ten-year-old Lucent systems
and had 3,200 telephones for faculty

another 702 lines with voicemail and
telephones. The regional campuses
serve 2,000 faculty and staff Once the
regional campuses were connected,
the university realized additional cost

and staff. Student telephones were not

savings since users were able to dial

provided. The system supported 16
voicemail systems that were not
integrated into the nefivork.

five digits across the entire network

The new, expandedAlM network
includes more than 40 miles of fiberoptic cable and is linked by five Nortel

enhancements were as follows:

Centillion 1600 Multiservice AIM
switches, three distributed NEC
NEAX 2400 PBX switches, a Centigram voicemail system, and 16ISDN

and use least-cost routing.
The three immediate voice service

.

primaryrate interface (PRI) trunk
lines over two DS3s for routing
diversity. The new system premiered
for 6,200 residential students and
more than 5,000 faculty and stafffor
the fall 2000 semester. The new system

2417 access to automated options/
voice messaging for students and

staff

.

.

Good Communications

Students and staff members were

distribution [ACD], menu aPPlica-

were cut over to the new system from
April throughAugust 2000. The old
were linked by an aging copper

ment and parts inventories.

Improved safety from the unique
E-911 location identification of
every phone (supported bY the
campus police department)
Facilitatinguniversitybusiness
that had been hindered bY too few

from inception to post-implementation. The ongoing feedback provided
the opportunity to continuouslY
improve the processes to enhance
customer satisfaction. Client expectations were managed by Providing
continuous education and informa-

tion about the project, Potential
enhancements, problems, and
potential serrrices that would be
available after implementation

of

basic service.

The new services were poPular,
and staffmembers wanted and
needed everything immediately! The

continuous communication process
promoted each aspect of the project
and reinforced the message that all
aspects of each phase would be fully
implemented before moving on to the
next phase. Phase

1

included basic

services to staffand students. Phase 2

introduced enhanced services in
January2001. Phase 3 recentlybegan
and included developing and implementing new projects that are
possible with the fully deployed
system (e.g., streaming video).
Former issues with busy signals
and no answers were resolved by the
2417 accessto automated systems and
the increased number of lines

with

voice messaging. In addition, staff
and students are pleased with nocost, five-digit dialing between
campuses. Furthermore, the traffic

reports indicate that there is sufficient

lines and the lack of voice
messaging
ACUTA
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capacity to support the users during
the peak calling periods, and

voicemail reports indicate there is
adequate messaging capacity.

Enhanced ACD reports demonstrate

improvements in the registrar's office
and the student financial aid department, and automated processes have

material and number of courses have

effort when using the voicemail
option. More than 30 percent of the

been enhanced and expanded by the
new network's capabilities. Distance-

voice messaging occurs before and
after regular business hours. The

learning courses now serve 2, I 27
students. Furthermore, the regional
campuses previously offered only
two-year associate degrees. Now the

campus offices will implement ACD
and menu applications soon.
Cost Factors

The project expenditures (including

in nursing, business, and technology.

and staff to register, inquire about
financial aid, obtain grades, and
conduct other functions without

collaboration with Ohio's ONEnet
initiative that will link more than

having to call during normal business
hours.

AIM network,

electronics, video, and data gear)
were funded by Centrex and Lucent

New lnitiatives

equipment/repai r cost savi ngs
coupled with operating cost contain-

The expanded and enhancedAlM

network linking the eight campuses
dramatically improved the speed and
reliability of intracampus communication. In addition, the fault-tolerant
network is lightning-proof, which is a
problem throughout northeast Ohio.
Furthermore, systemwide monitoring

ment measures. Implementation was
achieved using a core team consisting
of telecom staff (three administrative,
three full-time technicians, three
part-time technicians, and four
network administrative/technical staff
members). The team merged staff
from the separate offices of Telecom-

is now in place; thus problems are

often resolved before being noticed by
the users. Many problems are

munications and Networking to
create a converged unit. The new unit
assumed centralized operation and

centrally resolved, thus minimizing
travel among campuses.

maintenance for the eight-campus

Standardizing software, hardware,

system. Additional operating cost

and applications improves data

reductions include:

.
.

services, development, deplol,rnent,

Ten-yearcontractpricing

management, and maintenance by the
centralized Information Services staff

Extended warranty on parts and

and the help desk. Additional Webenabled applications are being

equipment

.
.

Centralizedworkorder/installation process using existing staff

developed that will be more fully

utilized

Reduced on-hand inventorydue

.
.

become aware

of

systems and applications that

Decreased need for warehouse

required excessive financial and labor-

space

intensive support were eliminated,
leaving more resources to support the
integrated system.

Enhancedsupportstaffexpertise
and end-user satisfaction due to
"one system" training

Developing newvideo and
distance-learning courses and degrees

In addition to readilyidentifiable
cost savings, other savings were
clearly identified by comments from
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as users

them. The former stand-alone

to standardized equipment/parts
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areuniversitypriorities.classesJ.e
conducted in 25 high-tech classrooms

rr,r

at all eight campuses. The course

university lunch hour is another peak
Although e-mail is a key
communications tool, many users
prefer the personal touch ofa
voicemail message. In addition, the
automated system allows students
usage period.

already increased the time staff are
available for students who need
personalized assistance. Additional

the eight-campus

students and staff. For example,
clients noticed a savings in time and

Hrcsen Eoucmron

regionals offer the third and fourth
years via distance learning so students
may complete

a

baccalaureate degree

Courses are being developed

in

3,800 K-12 school districts viaAIM.
The collaboration expands delivery

capabilities to the entire state. In
addition, serving K-12 students
creates recruitment opportunities by
providing early exposure to education

well as a positive university
experience for parents and students.
as

Another Ohio initiative mandates that

K-12 teachers complete

a

master's

degree by 2005. The mandate sparked

numerous planning and programming development teams to create
distributed courses required for
certification using the new, robust
network.
Equally paramount in the
university's mission is to be a
recognized leader in using technology
as a tool to enhance learning and
university business operations. As one

response, the university became a

charter member of Internet2. Some
the lnternet2 research activities
include Kent State's pioneer use of

of

H.323 videoconferencing for international collaboration and research.
Furthermore, the university participated in both ofthe Internet2

International Megaconferences that
Participating in each

have been held.

Megaconference required extensive
use

ofthe newnetwork.

outreachopportunities

Other ways to maximize the new

network include using the video
cach i n g/streaming capacity to
intensifr efforts to secure grants and
private sector support (consistent
with Kent State's Carnegie Research

President Cartwright's keynote

since the Web is the greatest "commu-

address to the March 2001 Educa-

nication equalizer."

tional Management Association of
South Africa discussed the strong

demonstrates Kent State's involve-

Extensive classification) and enhanc-

and cultural transformation. Her visit

ing Kent State's identity as a university
that is engaged in scholarship and
outreach efforts that address
community, regional, and statewide

included talks to explore collaborative

needs. Outreach opportunities are

referred to

as

"engagement" opportu-

nities to capture the vision and
mission developed by an Outreach
Review Committee in May 2000.

While "outreach" indicates

a oneway approach to community
involvement, the committee recog-

links between education, social equity,

efforts with the Witwatersrand

University the University of Cape
Town, and the University of Durban.
All the collaborations would require a
robust network. President
Cartwright's leadership in supporting
technology and international higher
education initiatives is well recognized. Additional international
initiatives include H.323
videoconferencing with the TE

nized that resources and knowledge

Institute in Greece, Volgograd

return to the university from the
community. Therefore, engagement
with communities is a win-win
situation.

University and Tver Institute Univer-

a

One outreach project is KINETA,
technology-centric office that

sity in Russia, Wuttan University in
China, and a Kent State-based

international business program in
Geneva, Switzerland.

Kent State has obtained numerous

industry. It recently spun off as a
private corporation, Kineta Technologies. KINETA relied on opportunities

technology-related grants:

capabilities. KINETA assisted

international businesses such as
Anixter and Davey Tree in the
development of technology solutions

for business problems.
Another outreach activity that is
AIM network is
providing basic computer skills and
technology training to low-income
residents ofPortage County at the
Moulton Hall Technology Center
electronic classroom. In addition,
through partnerships with school
districts, more than 50 children are
bussed to the Ameritech classroom in
Moulton for technology-rich
classroom instruction. Furthermore,
the Ravenna City Schools are
provided free Internet access by the
supported by the

ment in state-of-the-art telecommunications and related technology
applications. The projects go beyond
meeting mission and strategic goals to
establish new business partnerships,
create new revenue sources, and

attract quality students and faculty.
Technology literally af[ects every
aspect ofuniversity culture, and the

AIM network

is a critical link. The
planning team is already looking
toward2012 and beyond while
current objectives are still in process.

ltI
lnformation lor this article was taken lrom

Kent State's application tor the lnstitutional Excellence Award, Contact Margie
Milone at mmilone@kent.edu for more
inlormation.

Grants Provide Assistance

provides service to business and

that were enhanced and/or made
possible by the AIM voice/videoldata

The list is not all-inclusive but

1. $lmillion for VTEL classrooms
2. $200,000 from the Ohio Learning
Network to enable the "virtual
presence" ofstudents backstage at the
Great Lakes Theatre Festival. It is a

world-premier Internet2 application
of real-time, broadcast-quality video
that allows students to observe,
dialogue, and collaborate with theater
professionals at a distance.

3.

$1.2 million from the Department
of Education to "Prepare Tomorrow's

Teachers to Use TechnologyTodaf'

The program looks for innovative
ways to use technology and new

media in classrooms.

4.

$2.1million federal grant awarded

for a DeafEducation Teacher
Education program. The program
explores using Web-based technologies for deafand hard-of-hearing
students and how to teach teachers

University.
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Carnegie-Mellon University

Facilitation
A good leader must be a facilitator who has the ability to
interact with a multitude of people in a variety of positions.

My role

as a

facilitator of divisionwide projects has

become very important in rolling out new services-

including wireless LAN, DSL, and VolP-that span multiple
groups. I don't need to know all the answers to every
technical question related to these services; rather, I need to
have enough technical knowledge to understand the issues
and know who should address them. (Balancing this is a
constant challenge for me.) Lots of people have lots of
technical knowledge, but they can't get a project out the door.

decisions. For this, and for

other reasons, he or she must
also be intensely curious about
the university, reading and
attending everything available in order to recognize the "hot
spots" and be prepared to provide solutions.
Someone I admire as a good example of leadership is
Shirley Chisholm, who became, in 1969, the first black
woman to sit in the House of Representatives and, in 1972,
the first woman candidate for president. "Of my two
'handicaps,"'she once said, "being female put more obstacles

in my path than being Black."

A successful leader must also be able to assess new
technologies well enough to make sound deployment
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From the Executive Director

friend to
many of our members. As president of ACUTA, as a respected
leader at her institution, as an adviser to governors and
university presidents, as a national spokesperson for the
telecommunications management profession, Ruth set an
example for many to follow. She never hesitated to share her
vast store of knowledge and experience with other ACUTA
was a tremendous leader in ACUTA, a mentor and

Continued from page 48
work that is going on today. I would agree, with the editorial
comment that excellence in day-to-day operations is a
requirement in order to enable the leader to focus on future
directions.
Organizational skills are essential in the successful leader,
even in highly technical fields. In studying the "state ofthe
art" in organizational Ieadership, ASAE found that
The emerging consensus in ... leadership is that successful leaders ... must, first and foremost, Iead their
Iorganizations] through their skills as organizational
architects/designers who know how to put the various
parts oftheir Iorganizations] together, and as facilitators
who make sure that the various parts ... work productively together.

and editing ACUTA publications. After her ACUTA leadership, she went on to become president of the International
Communications Association, representing telecom users in
Washington, D.C., before Congress and the FCC. Despite her
many national responsibilities, Ruth still found time to be an
actively contributing member of the Editorial Board for this

fournal.
Many current leaders in ACUTA were introduced to the
profession through Ruth's "Introduction to Telecommunica-

tions" courses and her continuing support and mentoring
throughout the years.

I hope these concepts stimulate some beneficial thinking. Leaders can be found at all levels of an organization,
and we can all benefit from nurturing and developing the
skills of an effective leader in our own professional lives.
Finally, I feel compelled to acknowledge the passing of

members by devoting countless hours to teaching, writing,

Fortunately, ACUTA had an opportunity to recognize and
thank Ruth for her many contributions to the profession by
granting her the Bill D. Morris Award in 2000. We will miss
a

her advice, her expertise, and her generous spirit.

great leader in the higher education telecommunications

community. Ruth Michalecki of the University of Nebraska
46
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From the Executive Director
Competencies of Leadership
I recently had the pleasure of spending
two days with ACUTAs president-elect
at a symposium devoted to issues of
effective leadership in professional
associations. In two intense days of
study and interaction, we examined
the changing nature ofleadership and
the competencies that are ca1led for in
a successful association leader today.

In thinking about this issue of the
Journal and about management and
leadership in the context ofhigher

education technology, it occurred to
me that many of the insights from the
symposium are just as meaningful in a
higher education setting as they are in
associa

tion management.

There are many parallels between

higher education management and
association management. Both are

nonprofit organizations, where
education, professional development,
mentoring, diversity of opinion,
research, and service are highly valued.
Both are environments with many
stakeholder groups, where decisions
are often made by consensus and an

understanding of group dynamics is
key. And both are environments in
which an authoritarian management
style is not the most effective model,
and communication skills are essential
to success.

with thanks to Tecker Consultants, LLC, the leaders of the American
Society of Association Executives
(ASAE) Symposium for Chief Elected
So,

Officers and Chief Staff Officers, I
would like to share some ideas that I
believe have value for ACUTA mem-

Tecker describes the four competencies of leadership as the manage-

ment of attention, management of
meaning, management of trust, and
management of self.

.

Management of Attention

The management of attention

is

defined as the ability to communicate a
compelling vision that brings others to
a place they have not been before. It
can be a set of intentions or a vision,
and imparts a sense of outcome, goals,

or direction.

.

Management of Meaning

The management of meaning is the

ability to make ideas tangible and real
to others. The skilled leader is able to
integrate facts, concepts, and anecdotes
into meaning for the individual
members of his or her team. Through
the use of a language, metaphors, or
models, this leader enables people to
understand and support the goals of
the organization.

.

Management of Trust

The successful leader is reliable and
constant. His or her words are
supported by actions.

.

Management of Self

Successful leaders know

their skills and

deploy them effectively. They know

their strengths and nurture them.
Rather than acknowledging "failure,"
they will admit to a "mistake," "error,"
"false start," or a "miss." They concen-

trate on winning, not on "not Iosing."
Tecker's research indicates that

leaders in successful organizat ions

bers in their roles as managers and

focus on where the organization needs

leaders at their institutions.

to go next, not on the details of the

continued on page 46
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The DAViD@ products provide free-space optical wireless 2OMbas.or
ioouupr Ethemet connections for 500 meters. when there are prohihitive
factors'such as time and economic constraints, or private Ethernet LANs

ihat cannot be connected due to right-of-way obstructions, this is the preferred
solution. These products wirele.ssly extend fiber-like connectivity among

buildings.

PRODUCT INSTALLATION

The DAViD@ antenna does not require an electrical utility connection and
usually can be installed and aligned within an hour. The antennas are
typicaily fixed to the outside of buildings, with a clear lin-e of sight between
tlri two units. A fiber connects the antenna to the DAViD@ laser modem and
an RJ-45 port is used to attach the system to any standard Ethernet device
or network.

THE DAViD@ DIFFERENCE

Low cost, ease of use and reliability were emphasized in all design aspects

of the DAViD@ products. The advanced photo detector technology provides
improved receiver sensitivity to overcome _signal interference posed by all
Uui ttie harshest environmental factors. When used at the recommended
range (by geography) the system can provide tp to 99.999olo statistical
availability.
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No FCC license or rights-of-ways issues
to the roof
No power
'(Saves
time & approximately $5000/bldg on installation)
Upgrade from 20Mbps to 200Mbps in less than five minutes.
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You know firsthand the value of being an ACUTA member. Please

WANTE,T)

share your experience

NEWMEMBERS

help them have access to the resources that will facilitate continued

with someone else who would both benefit

from and add to the ACUTA network. Recruit a new member and
success in their

career-and earn a reward for yourself at the same

time!
Here are three good reasons to help us round up new members:
1.

When you help us recruit a new institutional member or corpo-

rate affiliate, you win, they win, and the network of ACUTA members wins. ACUTA

will pay you a 525 reward for each new member

you help round up!

2.The member who has recruited the most new members

(minimum of five) will be awarded
3. As an incentive to

$X REWART)

S50O!

join, a new college or university member will be

offered either one-half (50 percent) off a conference or seminar
registration fee or one-half off the first year's membership fee. A new

corporate member will receive 50 percent off a conference or
seminar registration fee.
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ACUTA Journa! advertisers receive the following benefits:
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The ACUTA Journal is regularly read by telecom managers, directors and others
who have budgetary responsibility for campus communications technologies.
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Each advertiser is listed by company name

with complete contact information in

the advertiser! index.

.
.

ln the e-mail message we send to our subscribers alerting them that the Journal
in the mail, we list the advertisers and include a link to their Web site.

is

Corporate affiliates who advertise accumulate points in ACUTAI point system.
ACUTA members notice which vendors support the association.
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TheACUTAJournal has proven itself asan impor- t
tant vehicle for the dissemination of information 11
to telecommunications professionals. Because its
1;
unique, targeted audience consists largely of
t
decision-makers on campus , the Journal represents
.;
an excellent opportunity for providers of telecom
O
services and equipment to reach their specific
I
market.
-James

S.

MichiganTechnological

Cross,

PhD :
I

University
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247 N.shippen st., ste.110
Lancaster, PA'17602-278O
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www.kcsinternational.com
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The Best Educational and
Professional Networking Opportun ity
of the Year!
31 st An n ual

ACUTA Conference & Exhibition
July 14-18,2002
Reno/Tahoe, Nevada
John Ascuagat Nugget Hotel
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To Register Online or for More lnformation,

Visit our Web Site at
www.acuta.org

Registration

Conference

31st Annual ACUTA Conference

&

Form

July 14-18,

Exhibition

REGISTER ON THE WEB: WWW.ACUTA.ORG

2002
form plus full payment of registra'
tion fee or valid purchase order to:
Send this

First name as it should appear on name badge

lnstitution/Company

ACUTA, 152 W. Zandale, Ste. 200
Lexington, KY 40503-2486
Fax: 8591278-3268
Make check payable to ACUTA.
. Charge

O

City, State/Province, Zip Code

to my:

$

nmer rxp

fl vtsl fl

Mastercard

Exp-

#
Phone #

Fax #

E-mail Address

Emergency Contact

Daytime Phone

Evening Phone

Print Name on card
For travel discount

Ll
fl

information, call
Commonwealth Travel

School Reps Only: Check here if this is your first ACUTA event.
Check here if you have special needs (accommodations, restricted diet, etc.)

during the conference, or call

Lisa Cheshire,

8OOl274-7-t35

ACUTA Meetings Mgt.,859/278'3338.

8591777-7135

Signature required
Early registrations cannot be processed unless accompa-

nied by check, purchase order, or credit card payment.
. Federal lD #61-1185913

Confirmation materials will be sent within 2 weeks of
receipt of payment or purchase order. lf you have not
received confirmation within a few weekt please check
with your Accounts Payable office to confirm processing
then call ACUTA. Direct inquiries to Kellie Bowman
859 1278-3138 or e-mail: kbowman@acuta.org
.

PRECONFERENCE SEMI NARS: Half-day Sem

s

fl

8:io-11:45a.m. The

S

U
fl
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8:30-'l l:45

a.m.

tssues

inart

.l

Sunday, .l uly 4

of Recharge Rates

Cost: 5129 each.
course materials & coffee

Wireless Technologies and Tools

break. Space is limite4
1:15-4:30 p.m. Primer on Legislative and Regulatory lssues
register early.
.l:15-4:30p.m. ManagingforConvergence
S
CONFERENCE To qualifo for Early Registration discount, response must be postmarked or received no later than June 7, 2002
by 617loz aftet 617 102

S

)_
a

ss_

_564s
5725 _577s
539s s39s
s3so
s3so _
5s9s

ACUTA Member/NASTD Member
Nonmember
Emeritus Member

Student

lfyou attend the ACUTA Conference then purchase a membership

within 90 days, the difference between member & nonmember
registration fees will be applied to your initial membership dues.

ONE-DAY REGISTRATION Cose 5295 lncludes sessions, materials,
il tvton D ru", fl w"a (Check one box only.)
5

Conference Registration lncludes:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

All educational sessions
Course materials
Access to Exhibirs
Sunday evening reception
Monday evening event
Wednesday banquet
Breakfast 4 days, lunch 3 days
Coffee breaks
Hospitality Suite

meals breaks, and evening events if scheduled for that day,

ACUTA FORUM FOR STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP IN COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

-

This event has a targeted audience. Please check the Web site or call for details.

Leadership Forum
Members: 55951 5645 after

S

617 102. Nonmembers: S7?515771i after 617lo2

TOTAL DUE (Add all items in shaded area)

S

COMPANION
-

FEES FOR

EVENING EVENTS

Anyone otherthan registered attendees & exhibitors who have paid a social registration fee must pay to attend the Sunday
evening reception (S25), Monday evening event (555), and Wednesday banquet (560). Please enclose payment (remit to
address shown above) or indicate that payment will be made at registration. (Sorry children under age 1 6 may not attend.)
Name
City, State/Province

S
S

-

fl
E
il

SundayopeningReceptioninExhibitHall

525

Monday Evening at National Auto Museum

S55

Wednesday Night Banquet
S5o
S
TOTAT COMPANION FEES
il - paymrNr ruclosED E wrlr pny coMpANtoN FEES AT REcrsrRATroN

S

Cancellation/Refund Policy
' Cancellations received byJune 2& 2002: Full
refund less 525 administration fee if notice of
cancellation is received in the ACUTA office by
June 28. All unpaid cancelled registrations will be
assessed a S25 administration fee.
. Cancellations received June 29-J uly 12, 2.OO2l
Registration fee must be paid. Credit memo will
be issued (less S25 adminisration fee) for any
cancellation receivedJune 29-July 1 2. Credit must
be applied to registration for another ACUTA
event within one year of issue.
. cancellations received afterJuly 12,2oo2, are
not eligible for refund or credit.

.

Cancellations may be mailed, faxed, or

e-mailed to Kellie Bowman 152 W. Zandale
Dr., Ste. 2oo, Lexington, KY 40503; hx 8591
27 8-3268i ot e-mail kbowman@acuta'org

fl

cslnce

(tnfo top right)

FOR HOTEL !NFORMATION/RESERVATIONS, CONTACT: John Ascuaga's Nugget Hotel, 11oo Nugget Ave., Sparks, NV 89432-0797; phone 8001648'1177;7751156'3300.
Ask for ACUTA rate: S99 single/double. Cutoff date is June 7.

